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Inclusive Nihilism 
 

I. Old Fashioned Nihilism 
 
The special composition question (SCQ) asks “under what circumstances do some objects 
compose some further distinct object?”1 Mereological nihilists (‘nihilists’ for short) answer 
‘never’. 

Two claims are generally thought to go with nihilism. First, it is thought that nihilism 
entails then there are no common sense objects. There are no tables, people, galaxies, 
molecules, or any objects of the like. Rather, the world is entirely made up of physical 
minima: the smallest hunks of matter. Call the claim that only the physical minima exist 
‘MINIMALITY’. Second, it is also thought that nihilism entails that the objects that 
constitute reality don’t stand in anything resembling hierarchical stratification. The 
material world doesn’t ascend up to a largest most encompassing object nor does it 
descend into smaller and smaller physical objects. Rather, the realm of objects is flat, with 
no ascending and descending structure. Call the denial this sort of structure in the 
material world ‘FLATNESS’. 

Together MINIMALITY and FLATNESS deliver us the typical nihilist metaphysic.2 
Nihilism, so understood, often gains its credence from broadly metaphysical and 
methodological considerations, but is treated with skepticism due to the departure it takes 
from the common sense.  

Nonetheless, it can be seen that nihilism neither entails MINIMALITY nor FLATNESS. 
Consider again the nihilist’s claim: 
 
 

(1) No plurality of objects compose any object distinct from themselves. 
 
The nihilist’s claim tells us that no objects stand in the composition relation to any further 
object distinct from themselves. While objects compose whatever they are identical with, 
they compose no others. This claim is equivalent with: 
                                                 
1 Throughout this paper the term ‘object’ should be taken as roughly equivalent to ‘concrete particular'. To 
be precise I intend the term not to pick out any entities like events, facts, tropes, or the like, but only entities 
like bodies, chairs, atoms, cats, dogs, particles, cosmoi, and the like. 
2 The following provide paradigm cases of such lines of thought: 
 

The most radical view of this sort is compositional nihilism, according to which there is 
no such thing as a composite entity. On this view … if the only objects in your vicinity are 
material objects — then strictly speaking, there is no such thing as you. … Since you are 
not any one of these particles, and since there are no other candidates, the compositional 
nihilist maintains that strictly speaking, you do not exist.” (Dorr & Rosen, 2002 pg. 2) 
 
Nihilism may seem absurd. For the world of common sense and science consists primarily 
of composite entities: persons, animals, plants, planets, stars, galaxies, molecules, viruses, 
rocks, mountains, rivers, tables, chairs, telephones, skyscrapers, cities... According to 
nihilism, none of these entities exist. Sider (2013, pg 1) 
 

Such reasoning is pervasive in the literature on mereology and ordinary objects. 
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(2) No objects stand in the proper parthood relation to any object.3 

 
This second formulation of nihilism highlights that nihilism isn’t fundamentally a claim 
about which objects exist, but, instead, nihilism is a claim about what relations objects 
don’t stand in, namely, the proper parthood relation. In order to get MINIMALITY and, 
thus, FLATNESS the premise needs to be added that any non-minima would have proper 
parts, were they to exist. Without this the inference from nihilism to the denial of the 
existence of medium-sized dry goods and other non-minima is unwarranted. 

This paper offers a couple of metaphysical models which are compatible with 
nihilistic but also consistent with the denial of MINIMALITY and FLATNESS and explores 
the relative merits of these views (call this collection of views ‘inclusive nihilism’). I 
introduce two inclusive nihilistic models in section II. Then, in section III, I show how 
these inclusive nihilisms can provide unique paraphrases of mereological structure to 
capture a hierarchical picture of reality. Finally, in section IV, I discuss the relative merits 
of inclusive nihilism generally. We will see, or so I will argue, that inclusive nihilistic 
metaphysics compare relatively well to other popular views in the literature relating to 
SCQ and the metaphysics of material objects.4  

 
II. Inclusive Nihilism 

To show that the falsity of MINIMALITY and FLATNESS are consistent with nihilism it will 
be helpful to have some models of the world that don’t require objects to stand in the 
proper parthood relation, but are consistent MINIMALITY’s and FLATNESS’s being false. 
Consider the following: 
 

1. The Extended Simple View 
The world is filled not only with physical minima like sub-atomic particles, 
but also with extended simples at varying degrees of size. Objects such as 
the cosmos, organisms, molecules, rocks, artifacts, cities, and so on are 
extended simples. The locations of the simples of larger sizes are super-

                                                 
3 This follows from the fact that composition, parthood, and proper parthood are all inter-definable terms.  
4 I should note that I am not the first to point out that we can have a nihilist metaphysic without being only 
committed to physical minima. For example, Schaffer (2007) argues that if we are nihilists we should treat 
the cosmos as an extended simple and the only existent object, Goldwater (2015) argues that we should 
identify medium-sized dry goods with arrangements, and Contessa (2014) thinks we should take non-
minima to be pluralities. What is distinctive about the views I will offer here is that they are both non-
reductionist and they can account for ascending and descending hierarchical pictures of reality in terms of 
objects. The inclusive nihilist won’t require us identifying non-minima with a category other than object like 
pluralities or arrangements. Minima and non-minima are objects in the very same way; meaning that minima 
and non-minima fall under the same broad category object as opposed to minima falling under this category 
and non-minima falling under some other category like property, state, or arrangement. Further, inclusive 
nihilism is consistent with there being objects at each ascending and descending level. There needn’t be just 
the bare minimum of objects that cover the cosmos, or objects at just one level of a would-be mereological 
hierarchy. We can have existent objects at each of these levels and maintain nihilism. I will ignore these other 
non-standard nihilism’s with the exception of Schaffer’s monistic monism. This is mostly because I find it to 
be a deal-breaker for a theory to tell us that, if there are non-minima, they are not of the same broad 
ontological category as physical minima are. 
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regions of the locations of the simple objects typically thought to be their 
parts. 

 
2. The Stuff-Thing View 

Objects are “carved out” portions of stuff. Each portion of stuff given the 
right conditions constitutes an object.5 Not only do some portions of stuff 
constitute physical minima, but larger portions of the same stuff constitutes 
larger objects like the cosmos, organisms, molecules, rocks, artifacts, cities, 
and so on. Objects of larger sizes are constituted by super-portions of the 
stuff objects of smaller sizes are constituted by.6 

 
Both of these views provide us with a model of the material world where prima facie the 
proper parthood relation does not enter into the picture, and, yet, the world includes not 
only physical minima but also material objects of varying sizes at different levels.7 The 
extended simple view is perhaps the most straightforward way of rejecting MINIMALITY. 
Views like the extended simple view proposed here have been offered by people such as 
Markosian (2004a) and Schaffer (2007). They have suggested that objects such as person’s 
bodies, or the cosmos are extended simples. The major difference with the proposed view 
and others is that usually extended simples, like person’s bodies, are posited but then the 
existence of any object located in a sub-region of the body like a hand, cell, organ, 
molecule, or particle is denied, whereas the view proposed allows for the existence of 
these objects but denies that they stand in any proper parthood relations to one another. 
Stuff-object ontologies similar to the one proposed have been offered by Markosian 
(2004a, and 2015). The proposed view here allows for different quantities of stuff to 
constitute objects that are minima and non-minima alike, this allows us to consistently be 
nihilists while denying MINIMALITY. That the same quantity of stuff may constitute many 
objects at one level8 while constituting one object at another level allows us to consistently 
be nihilists while denying FLATNESS. 

These models of the material world allow us to deny MINIMALITY and FLATNESS 
provided that the proper parthood relation isn’t somehow smuggled into the descriptions 

                                                 
5 Two things. First, here I understand constitution to be a non-mereological relation which holds 1-to-1 
between portions of stuffs and objects. Second, I take stuffs and portions of stuffs to that which doesn’t come 
in units. Roughly, they can be thought of as corresponding to the kinds of entity referents of mass terms like 
‘milk’, ‘gold’, ‘wood’, and ‘sand’ pick out. Complication: ‘portion of stuff’ in English is a count term and not 
a mass term and so refers to non-stuffs – it seems we get units, and hence objects already smuggled in this 
way. Response: Throughout the paper I use ‘portion of stuff’ as equivalent with ‘some stuff’, so while the 
term is syntactically count, it should be understood semantically as a count term. 
6 Under what conditions do portions of stuff constitute objects? Perhaps by having the right sort of integrity 
through time, or by when instantiating the properties associated with a particular natural kind, or by the 
portion gaining a particular function that differentiates it from other portions of stuff. Perhaps, even, any 
portion of stuff constitutes an object. However, I don’t want commit myself to any particular account here. 
7 ‘Levels’ here and throughout the paper can be understood intuitively in terms of the structure provided by 
the sciences. Lower levels include things like quarks, electrons and photons, then ascending upwards we get 
protons and neutrons, atoms, molecules, organisms, societies, planets, solar systems galaxies and so on. 
Often these levels are understood different mereological levels. One of the main upshots of this paper is that 
the need not be. If one is insistent on understanding this talk of levels mereologically, then just interpret my 
use of levels talk in terms of things corresponding to items of different levels within the fiction of mereology. 
8 That is by virtue of each of its sub-quantities constituting those objects. 
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of the world being offered. Someone skeptical of such views might object that none of 
these models is in fact nihilistic. For example, it might be thought that the concept of 
extended simples is incoherent because any object which has a non-zero extent has 
proper parts. Similarly, one might think that the constitution view trades a picture of the 
world where proper parthood is instantiated between objects with a picture of the world 
where the relation holds between different quantities of stuffs. So, although the previously 
described views never explicitly make use of the proper parthood relation, there is reason 
to worry that they implicitly make use of it. 

However, I think these worries are mistaken. First, the possibility of extended simples 
in the literature has been well argued for and examined in Markosian (1998, and 2004b) 
and McDaniel (2007a, 2007b, and 2009). Further, the best argument for arguing against 
the possibility of extended simples comes from the claim that qualitative heterogeneity 
requires difference in parts. However, it seems that the success of this argument rests on 
the dubious assumption that objects do not have the different properties relative to their 
locations at different regions. Moreover, empirically respectable theories, such as string 
theory, have been thought to provide us with an ontology of extended simple objects. It 
seems plausible to think that if it is an empirical question whether or not extended simples 
are actual, then we should think that they are, at the very least, metaphysically possible. 
Further, we can see the difference between the quantity of and cognate relations for stuff, 
and mereological relations by pointing out that while mereological relations seem to be 
causally inert whereas the quantity of relations that distinguish different quantities of a 
type of stuff are causally relevant. It seems that if worlds were to differ on which facts 
about what proper parthood relations hold, the causal facts at that world would remain 
the same.9 It has been leveled as a complaint about mereological debates that competing 
positions are empirically indiscernible. There is no empirical fact that will tell us whether, 
say, universalism, nihilism, or organicism is true.10 It seems plausible to think that a 
consequence of this fact is that mereological properties and relations are causally inert. 
On the other hand facts about quantities of stuff do seem to play a causal role. For 
example, mass in Newtonian mechanics correlates with the amount of matter in an 
object. A straightforward reading of this is the portion of physical stuff that constitutes an 
object and facts about what the quantity of that stuff is determine the objects mass. And 
mass clearly is a causally relevant property. 

So, it is far from clear that proper parthood is smuggled into the picture.  In the 
absence of further objections, I think we should think these models provide us with 
genuine nihilist models of the material world that are consistent with the denial of both 
MINIMALITY and FLATNESS. 

 
 
 
 

                                                 
9 See Cowling (2013) offers a full defense of this claim. Two arguments are provided in support of the view. 
First, mereological properties are importantly dissimilar from the sparse properties that provide us with a 
complete account of the microphysical going-ons in the world. Second, mereological properties aren’t the 
kinds of properties that can factor into laws of nature, and so aren’t causal.  
10 Universalism is the view that any plurality of objects compose some further object, organicism is the view 
that some plurality of objects only compose a further object when they are caught up in a life. 
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III. Hierarchical Structure 

One problem for standard nihilists is that they have to find a way to capture our intuitive 
discourse about objects at various levels of the would-be mereological structure. Further, 
they need to be able to capture the hierarchical ordering of these objects at the different 
levels of structure. Nihilists not only need to be able to capture talk of the existence of 
higher level objects like atoms, molecules, and organisms, but the stratified ordering 
between objects of these types. 

Nihilists have gone about the first task by way of finding paraphrases to render ‘true 
enough’ the talk of objects their ontologies typically don’t countenance. For nihilists that 
posit only minima this is done in terms of talk of simples being-arrange-table-wise, being-
arranged-galaxy-wise or in terms of being arranged in whatever way a large-scale object that 
they want to be able capture talk of would demand.11 Nihilists who are existence monists, 
such as Schaffer (2007), will paraphrase away objects that aren’t the cosmos in terms of 
the comos being-electron-ishly-hereishly or being-planet-y-thereishly, or in terms of aspects of the 
cosmos that correspond to smaller scale objects than the cosmos.  

Capturing the talk of stratified ordering into the levels these objects stand in is a bit 
more difficult. In order for the traditional nihilist to capture this stratified structuring of 
objects they need to appeal not just to pluralities arranged F-wise, but to pluralities of 
pluralities of simples arranged F-wise for each new level.12 Paraphrases of this types then 
require the additional ideological commitments of fundamental perplural quantification.13 
Alternatively, the traditional nihilist can paraphrase this sort of structure in terms of in 
terms of plural quantification over sets. One important problem is that traditional nihilists 
either cannot offer paraphrases to capture infinite descent or infinite ascent. For nihilists 
who think there are only physical minima, they can’t capture the possibility of a physical 
reality with infinite descent. For Schaffer-style nihilists, they can’t capture the possibility 
of a physical reality with infinite ascent. 

Inclusive nihilist pictures of the material world, such as the views I proposed in the 
previous section, have two advantages over these eliminative nihilist views. First, because 
the nihilist views I’ve been articulating are consistent with the denial of both MINIMALITY 
and FLATNESS, they need not engage in the paraphrase strategies that eliminative nihilists 
do for eliminating objects. Instead, inclusive nihilism allows for the existence of entities at 
each level of the would-be mereological structure. It is the consistent with the co-existence 
of maximally large objects, like the cosmos, medium-sized dry goods, like people and 
tables, and physical minima, like fundamental particles. Due to this no paraphrase is 
needed to make sense of the apparent truth of sentences involving these objects. I take this 
to be a serious advantage of inclusive nihilism. Not only because it allows for us to 
recapture the literal truth of many of our utterances, but also because the paraphrasing 
strategy in this particular case is suspect. The worry is that the nihilist is incapable of 
spelling out what it is for ‘simples to be arranged F-wise’.14 Or to put it another way 
“when is it true that there are some things such that they are arranged F-wise?” Tallant 
                                                 
11 See Merricks (2001) and van Inwagen (1990) for examples of this strategy. 
12 See Bennett (2009, p. 60) for a discussion on this. 
13 Perplural quantification stands to plural quantification as plural quantification stands to singular 
quantification. Bennett (2009, p. 60). 
14 And the parallel case of what it is for ‘the cosmos to be thusly-therely’. 
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(2013) calls this question the “special arrangement question”. Tallant argues, 
compellingly in my opinion, that the nihilist has no good answer to this question.15 
Inclusive nihilism, however, can completely sidestep this question by positing the objects 
in question. 

Second, inclusive nihilists can offer paraphrases of talk of hierarchical mereological 
structure in ways that don’t invoke the primitive ideology of perplural logic or require 
plural quantification over sets. Instead, the inclusive nihilist will paraphrase this talk in 
terms of how objects sitting at different levels are related according her view. The 
extended simple theorist will spell out the structure in terms of smaller objects located at 
the subregions of larger objects. The stuff-thing theorist will offer a paraphrase in terms of 
objects of lower levels being constituted by subportions or subquantities the objects at 
higher levels. It is because of the inclusive nihilists ability to offer these sorts of 
paraphrases, they are capable of capturing both a reality of infinite descent (‘quasi-gunky’) 
and a reality of infinite ascent (‘quasi-junky’). To see this consider each of the views 
suggested above. On an extended simple view we could spell out what it is to be quasi-
gunky in terms of every extended simple being such that it has distinct objects occupying 
proper subregions of the region it occupies. Quasi-junkyness could then be spelled out in 
terms of every object being such that it has a distinct occupational compliment such that 
they collectively occupy the location of some further object. The stuff-thing view can 
understand quasi-gunkyness in terms of every quantity of stuff that constitutes an object 
being such that distinct portions of that quantity constitute further objects. Quasi-
junkiness can be accounted for in terms of every quantity of stuff being such that it is a 
portion of a larger quantity of stuff such that the other portions of the larger quantity 
constitute some object(s) and the larger quantity itself constitutes an object. 

The ability to capture both infinitely ascending and descending structures, and the 
varying levels of reality without the need to appeal to paraphrase while still remaining a 
nihilist, is an interesting and surprising feature of the extended simple and the stuff-thing 
views. Importantly, it allows one to reap many of the benefits of nihilism while avoiding 
many of the vices that plague more traditional nihilist theories.16  
 

IV. Taking Tally: Other Virtues 
I would like to close the discussion here by briefly assessing some further relative merits of 
inclusive nihilism. Important to assessing the worth of fringe views like the ones I have 
proposed is figuring out how well they fare against other considerations that have played 
an important role in discussions concerning mereology and the nature of material objects. 
Here, I discuss four. 

                                                 
15 For example, one way nihilists try to answer the special arrangement question is by appealing to worlds 
in which there are the kinds of objects eliminative nihilists deny. But, for Kripke-style reasons, it seems that 
if there aren’t any actual instances of an object of a specific kind, then we cannot say what it would be for 
there to be instances of that kind, and thereby ascribe an intension to term denoting members of that kind. 
16 On top of being able to sidestep some of the problems already mentioned, consider van Inwagen’s 
argument against nihilism. The major premise being: I exist. van Inwagen then argues that nihilism is false 
because ‘I’ refers to a person and persons have parts. I take it that most of the intuitive pull is behind the 
first premise of the argument. This is not to say that the second premise is unintuitive, but it isn’t known 
with Cartesian certainty like the first premise. The nihilistic views proposed here allow for us to whole-
heartedly accept the first premise and then massage away some of the intuitive pull of the second premise 
by capturing lots of quasi-mereological structure in terms of location, identity, or stuff-thing constitution. 
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Ontology First. One consideration that has been used to count in favor of certain 
theories of mereology is that mereological theses should not dictate what goes in our 
ontology.17 Universal composition and eliminative nihilism fare pretty poorly on the 
ontology first front. The universalist posits a mereology that over-generates objects and 
requires us to countenance objects like Lewis’s famous trout-turkey – an object composed 
of the front half of a trout and the back half of a turkey.18 Eliminitive nihilists under-
generate objects by either denying the existence of tables, chairs, and all other non-
minima, or by denying the existence of anything that isn’t the cosmos. The inclusive 
nihilist, on the other hand, is completely consistent with not letting our mereological 
constraints dictate what objects are in our ontology. She will only deny that the proper 
parthood relation obtains between any of them. So, with respect to ontology first, 
inclusive nihilism takes the cake. 

Conformity with Common Sense. Like with ontology first the universalist offers a mereology 
in deep conflict with common sense because it over-generates objects and requires that 
we accept the existence of objects like trout-turkey. The eliminative nihilists violation of 
common sense is two-fold. First, she requires radical revisions to common sense ontology 
by massively under-generating objects. Second, she is revisionary with respect to what 
relations hold between objects – namely, parthood and composition – and about the 
apparent hierarchical structure of reality. Inclusive nihilism, on the other hand, is much 
less revisionary than the other views, save the fact that it denies that any objects are 
proper parts of others. So, at worst, if we give this drawback equal weight with the 
ontological revisionariness that comes with universalism, the inclusivist is no worse off 
than the universalist is in regards to conformity with common sense. 

Ideological Parsimony. One important argument in favor of nihilism is that it requires less 
primitive ideology in characterizing the world.19 This is because it doesn’t need to make 
use of the proper parthood relation. So, both eliminative and inclusive nihilism fare well in 
this regard while universalism does not. 

Overdetermination. Another important argument in the literature argues that most 
composite objects are causally redundant and therefore shouldn’t be posited in our 
ontology.20 This argument is often used in favor of some form of nihilism, or organicism. 
Eliminative nihilism fares well with this constraint because they only posit physical 
minima, or maxima like the cosmos. Universalists are committed to a large swath of 
objects which are causally redundant, and, hence, fare poorly in regard to the 
overdetermination argument. The trickier question is how the inclusive nihilist fares with 
regard to overdetermination. The answer: it depends. It is open to the inclusive nihilist to 
only posit entities that aren’t causally redundant. However, if this requires eliminating 
many common sense entities, which it likely does, then the inclusive nihilist fares well with 

                                                 
17 This idea has been used to motivate alternatives to classical mereology. For example, see Koslicki (2008). 
18 Lewis (1991, p. 7). 
19 Sider (2014) offers the locus classicus of this argument for nihilism 
20 Merricks (2001) offers a version of this argument in favor of eliminating all composite objects which 
aren’t persons, and Schaffer (2007) offers this argument in favor of eliminating any object which isn’t the 
cosmos. 
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overdetermination only by having less conformity with common sense. So there is a trade 
off here.21 

 
In summation, we have seen that inclusive nihilisms can be formed which allow for us 

to consistently both be nihilists about composition, and deny MINIMALITY and FLATNESS. 
This allows for us to have a nihilism which is compatible with the existence of objects of 
differing sizes and allows us to capture pictures of the material world with infinite ascent 
and descent. Further, the inclusive nihilist fares considerably well with respect to many 
other important merits a view about composition and material objects should have. It 
seems to me that inclusive nihilisms are deserving of further investigation. 
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I. Introduction

Mounting evidence in neuroscience suggests that an object's properties are 

correlated with activity in separate areas of the visual cortex (Felleman & Van 

Essen 1991; Singer 2017, 2009, 1999, 1996; von der Malsburg 1999, 1996; Zeki 

2015, 2007, 2003).  Although correlated with activity in separate neuronal areas, 

somehow an object’s properties are brought together as a single, unified object of 

experience at any given time.  These considerations raise an important target 

question surrounding the unity of experience: (1) how do an object's properties 

(such as shape, color, and motion) appear as a single, unified object at any given 

time, if its respective properties are correlated with activity in different areas of 

the visual cortex?  This question strikes at the heart of the object property binding 

(OPB) problem.  
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Moreover, our capacity to experience an object over time motivates 

another problem about the unity of experience, one that I have named the 

diachronic object unity (DOU) problem (LaRock 2007a, 2010a). For example, (2) 

how do an object's properties appear as a single, unified object over time, if its 

respective properties are correlated with distributed and transient neuronal 

activities? It is difficult to see how DOU is possible from a strictly neuronal 

perspective if, in fact, the experience of a property-unified object persists beyond 

the subpopulations of cells that fire in response to an object's properties.  

Finally, we must also confront the problem of subject unity, which is the 

problem of explaining the singularity intrinsic to experience and how that 

singularity relates to the unity of experience across modalities (or cortices) of the 

brain.  In addition to phenomenal properties, there is a subject (i.e., "a point of 

view" or "singularity") in relation to such phenomenal properties.  For example, I 

hear Steve Vai’s melodious guitar sound off in the distance (a property of 

audition) while seeing a star fall from the night sky (a property of vision).  I have 

those two phenomenal properties as part of my total experience.  Thus, there are 

empirically based worries that motivate a foundational target question regarding 

subject unity: (3) how could distributed phenomenal properties across different 

modalities of the brain explain subject unity?  

In what follows, I examine several leading neuronal mechanisms of binding 

(e.g., binding by synchrony, attention, and short-term memory) and conclude 

that, while those proposed mechanisms might be necessary in some important 

senses, they fail to provide theoretically satisfying answers.  I then motivate a new 

empirically-based, though non-reductive, hypothesis with respect to target 

question 3, called emergent subject dualism (ESD).1  According to the hypothesis 
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of ESD, once a brain generates phenomenal properties, a new (ontological) 

subject is also generated; and that subject plays a role of binding phenomenal 

properties across modalities of its brain.  Evidence for the hypothesis of ESD, I 

propose, comes from very recent investigations into the anesthetic effects on 

sensory binding.  After underscoring the potential testability of ESD in light of 

these recent investigations, I address some potential objections, and conclude 

that ESD fits the data of subject unity elegantly.       

II. Empirical Bases of OPB Problem 

What are the empirical bases of the object property binding (OPB) problem?  

Increasing evidence, collected over the past several decades in the fields of 

neuroanatomy, neurophysiology and neuropsychology, strongly suggests that 

visual experience relies upon the specialized activity of neurons distributed 

throughout the visual hierarchy (Felleman & Van Essen 1991).  For example, as 

one gazes upon a lion, a retinotopic pattern of the lion is transmitted to V12 via 

LGN axons.  Neurons in areas V1 and V2 respond to primitive properties, such as 

edges and contours, in a variety of orientations (Grosof, Shapely, Hawken 1993).  

Once a relatively stable figure of the lion has been established and segregated 

from its background in these lower areas, attentional mechanisms select (and 

relay) information about the lion downstream for further processing in specialized 

areas of the ventral and dorsal pathways, also known as the what and where 

systems(Mishkin, Underleider & Maco 1983).  The ventral system’s neuronal 

pathway projects from the occipital lobe to the inferior temporal lobe (IT); 

separate neuronal subassemblies distributed throughout the ventral system play 

the functional roles of processing information about an object’s figure, color, and 
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texture.  Neurons in V3 respond to figure and neurons in V4 respond to color.  

The dorsal system’s neuronal pathway projects from the occipital lobe to the 

parietal lobe (7a); it performs the functional role of processing information about 

an object’s location and size.  V5 processes movements associated with individual 

objects or collections of objects against stable or relatively stable background 

conditions.  Thus, while there are over thirty specialized processing sites in the 

visual system alone, visually perceiving a lion’s properties would at least involve 

the relevant firing patterns of neuronal subassemblies in areas V1-4, IT, 7a, and 

V5 (see also Kosslyn & Koenig 1995).  

Neuropsychological evidence provides further confirmation to this 

distributed view of visual processes.  For example, damage to neurons in V4 

produces achromatopsia, i.e., color blindness; damage to neurons in IT produces 

associative agnosia, i.e., the inability to identify shapes; and damage to neurons in 

V5 produces akinetopsia, i.e., motion blindness (Meadows 1974; Zihl, von Cramon 

& Mai 1983).  At the same time, there are very few, if any, direct neural 

connections between specific visual areas, such as those that correlate with color 

and motion (Zeki 2003, 2007, 2015).  Moreover, various studies implicate the 

dorsal system as underlying our spatial attention capacity and the ability to 

discriminate within and between objects (Elgy, Driver & Rafal 1994; Posner & 

Petersen 1990; Robertson 1999).  Thus, what we currently know about the visual 

system is that it relies upon several specialized subsystems distributed throughout 

the visual hierarchy.  Although this functional specialization has enabled the brain 

to process information efficiently, it also implies several vision-related binding 

problems, including the OPB problem.  These considerations raise an important 

target question surrounding the unity of experience: (1) how do an object's 
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properties (such as shape, color, and motion) appear as a single, unified object at 

any given time, if its respective properties are correlated with activity in different 

areas of the visual cortex?  

III. Binding by Synchrony (BBS) Hypothesis

A leading response to the OPB problem is the binding by synchrony (BBS) 

hypothesis (e.g., see Singer 2017, 2009, 1999, 1996; also Engel & Fries 2016; Engel 

2003; Crick & Koch 1990).  Perhaps binding occurs in time rather than in space?  

Nobel prize-winning neuroscientist, Sir Charles Sherrington, suggested a temporal 

approach to the object property binding problem over seventy years ago: “Pure 

conjunction in time without necessarily cerebral conjunction in space lies at the 

root of the solution of the problem of the unity of mind” (1941, p. 381).  Taking 

Sherrington’s lead, a legion of contemporary neuroscientists continue to argue 

that binding is explained in terms of the synchronization of neurons (e.g., see 

Engel & Fries 2016; Engel 2003; Hipp, Engel & Siegel 2011; Singer 2017, 2009, 

2007, 1999, 1996; Tallon-Baudry & Bertrand 1999; von der Malsburg 1999, 1996).  

The implication is that an object’s properties are experienced as a unity because 

the underlying neurons, though distributed in geographically separate areas, fire 

at the same time.  An analogy might prove helpful: a synchronized assembly of 

neurons could be conceived as analogous to a group of violinists who play their 

respective notes in perfect timing throughout a musical score.  As the conductor 

(or stimulus) signals to the individual players to play more quickly or slowly, the 

individual players speed up or slow down together, exhibiting a dynamic (phase-

locking) bond of synchronous activity.  As Andreas Engel claims, the object 

property binding problem is “solved by a mechanism which exploits the temporal 
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aspects of neuronal activity” (2003, p. 134; also Engel & Fries 2016).  This proposal 

is usually referred to as the binding by synchrony (BBS) hypothesis, or the 

neuronal synchrony in the gamma range (NSGR) hypothesis.    

Advocates of BBS often motivate their hypothesis by means of 

experimental data derived from binocular rivalry, among other data.  Binocular 

rivalry occurs when the retinal images of the perceiving subject are spatially or 

temporally incongruent and cannot be fused together to form a coherent percept.  

When this occurs, our cognitive system takes an alternative strategy that usually 

involves some form of dynamic response selection, which is initially driven by the 

dominant eye.  The theoretical assumption is that these experiments help to 

reveal how neuronal synchrony functions to select information contents from 

different areas of the visual cortex and to establish binding (or coherence) with 

respect to those contents (Engel & Fries 2016; Engel 2003).  Fries and colleagues 

(2002, 1997) came to this conclusion after conducting a series of binocular rivalry 

experiments on cats with a strabismic amblyopia visual disorder.  This condition 

causes reduced acuity, temporal instability, and various distortions of the spatial 

aspects of a visual image.  Consequently individuals with this malady have 

difficulty fusing images from each retina to form of a single object and wind up 

favoring the healthy eye for object fixation (Engel 2003, p. 138-9; see also Engel & 

Fries 2016, pp. 53-4).  

Even so, binocular rivalry is an experimentally fruitful way to understand the 

dynamics exhibited by neurons with respect to their capacity to selectively respond 

to specific object properties.  In a rivalry experiment involving strabismic cats, for 

instance, the neuronal events that underlie information about an object’s 

properties are initially driven by the healthy eye in V1 and, with further processing 
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of this information downstream, the properties of an object are presumably 

accessible to conscious awareness; this occurs despite the fact that the images on 

the two retinas do not match and cannot be blended together in the form of a 

coherent percept.  Putting the matter differently, information from the amblyopic 

eye is suppressed; whereas information from the healthy eye is heightened, 

selected and accessible to conscious awareness.  An experimental result is that the 

neuronal events which are activated in V1 by the affected eye consistently exhibit a 

significantly weaker form of temporal coupling in comparison to the neuronal 

events activated in V1 by the healthy eye.  Moreover, if healthy individuals are 

placed under the same binocular rivalry conditions, the percepts appear to flip back 

and forth between left and right eyes, even though the physical stimulus remains 

the same. Perceptual dominance shifts when the neuronal events driven by each 

eye are heightened, and information about the stimulus is selected and made 

available to conscious awareness (Engel & Fries 2016, pp. 53-4; Engel 2003, 139-

145).   

What accounts for this form of selective activation in binocular rivalry 

cases?  Earlier experiments on binocular rivalry led researchers to surmise that 

selective neural responses were generated by changes in the firing rates of 

neurons associated with object property processing.  These experiments involved 

investigating the firing rates of neurons in visual areas 1, 2, 4 and MT of monkeys 

in a state of wakefulness.  They discovered that the firing rates changed in less 

than half of the neurons whenever a shift in perceptual dominance occurred 

between left and right eyes.  Needless to say, the only strong correlation between 

the modulation of firing rate and the percept was discovered in IT.  In light of 

these inconclusive results, experiments were conducted to ascertain whether the 
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selective responses of neurons associated with early processing could be brought 

about by changes in the rate of oscillatory synchronization (i.e., increased gamma-

frequency, 35-90 hertz3) instead of discharge rates.  To confirm this hypothesis, 

cats were exposed to simultaneous presentations of stimuli in the form of 

patterns that exhibited movements in distinct directions relative to each eye.  

Drawing conclusions about perceptual dominance in this experimental set-up 

were made on the basis of which direction the eyes moved in response to the 

physical stimulus (Engel & Fries 2016, pp. 53-4; Engel 2003, pp. 139-145).  As it 

turned out, the neurons that expressed dominance under these conditions 

“increased their synchrony, whereas cells processing the suppressed visual 

pattern decreased their coupling” (Engel & Fries 2016, p. 54; cf. Singer 2017).  

These experimental results cohere with the BBS hypothesis: the selective 

activation of neurons in response to a physical stimulus is generated by increased 

(gamma-frequency) synchronization rather than discharge rates.

IV. Limitations of BBS Hypothesis

However, there are significant limitations of the BBS hypothesis.  Recent data 

culled from extensive studies on the anesthetic mechanisms of unconsciousness 

show that neuronal synchronization (in the gamma-frequency range) actually 

increases in the relevant striate and extra-striate regions of primary sensory 

networks when an animal is rendered unconscious by means of anesthesia (see 

Imas et al 2004; Hudetz 2006, 2009; Mashour 2013a, 2013b).  Moreover, the 

primary sensory networks with respect to posterior-to-anterior processing are 

actually preserved during anesthetic-induced unconsciousness in non-human 

animals (Imas et al., 2005) and humans (Ku et al., 2011; Mashour 2013a, 2013b).  
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Not only do these empirical data cut directly against the BBS (or NSGR) 

hypothesis, they also challenge recent related hypotheses grounded in the claim 

that neuronal synchrony plus amplification (via attention and/or some other 

mechanism) could count as the distinctive correlate of binding in experience (e.g., 

recent advocates of this claim include Carruthers 2015; Dehaene 2014; Levy 2014; 

Prinz 2012).  By implication, since the above data demonstrated increased 

(gamma-frequency) synchronization of neurons during anesthetic induced 

unconsciousness, the BBS (or NSGR) hypothesis cannot be the special (or 

distinctive) correlate of experience and, in particular, the experience of a unified 

object.  

Moreover, evidence derived from studies on primate visual cortex show 

that motion detection is not correlated with neuronal synchronization.  For 

example, Thiele and Stoner (2003) constructed an experiment that employed 

perceptually coherent plaid patterns and two types of non-coherent plaid 

patterns to test the BBS hypothesis. By exposing these distinctive patterns to alert 

monkeys, they could test the predictive value of BBS.  If BBS is plausible, the 

coherent plaids should illicit synchronization in the neuronal area that encodes 

motion of awake, fixating primates.  However, the experimental results denote 

that, contrary to the BBS prediction, the ‘synchrony elicited by our coherent 

plaids was statistically indistinguishable from that of non-coherent plaids’ (Thiele 

& Stoner 2003, p. 367; also Mashour 2004).  This particular objection implies a 

further limitation of BBS on grounds that it cannot account for moving objects.  

And since the capacity for a conscious subject to extract structure from motion is 

evolutionarily important (e.g., consider a gazelle’s ability to extract the structure 
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of a lion that is quietly approaching through tall, golden grass), the BBS hypothesis 

is problematical on grounds of biological evolution as well (see also LaRock 2012).  

Furthermore, a foundational assumption of the BBS hypothesis is that 

physical connections exist between all relevant subassemblies for interactions to 

occur (e.g., see Singer 2017, 2009, 2007, 1999, 1996).  Thus, if it can be shown 

that it is not the case that physical connections exist between all relevant 

subassemblies, then the BBS hypothesis is not probable.  Consider the following 

formal argument against the BBS hypothesis: 

(1) If BBS is probable, then physical connections probably exist between all 
relevant subassemblies for interactions to occur.  

(2) Physical connections probably do not exist between all relevant    
subassemblies for interactions to occur.  

(3) Therefore, BBS is not probable.  

Premise 2 is the crucial premise here.  Is there empirical evidence for premise 2?  

New experimental findings by Zeki (2015, 2007, 2003) and Zeki and colleagues 

(2006) suggest, for example, that physical connections between V4 and V5 

probably do not exist on grounds of neuroanatomical, lesion-based, 

neuropsychological, and chronoarchitectonic mapping evidence.  Which is to say, 

there is now widespread agreement (1) that V4 and V5 ‘have distinct, and 

characteristic, anatomical inputs, despite the many anatomical opportunities for 

them to interact’ and (2) that a lesion in one of those processing sites ‘does not 

invade and disable the perceptual territory of the other,’ which underscores the 

functional autonomy of those processing sites (Zeki 2003, p. 214; cf. Zeki 2015; 

Bartels & Zeki 2006).  In fact, the neuropsychological evidence has shown (3) that 

a person with damage to V4 usually has color blindness but has no problem 

perceiving motion.  A plausible explanation of these data is that the processing 
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site for motion, V5, functions independent of V4, and vice versa, owing to the 

likely absence of physical connections.  Additionally, and perhaps most 

significantly, it can now be shown (4) that the chronoarchitectonic mapping 

evidence weighs against the BBS hypothesis: when human subjects are exposed 

to complex visual scenes, ‘the time courses of activity in human V4 and V5 are 

significantly uncorrelated, from which we can infer that there are no direct 

anatomical links between them.’  In fact, the time courses between V4 and V5 

(and other visual processing sites) can be as great as 80 milliseconds (Zeki 2003, p. 

216; Zeki 2015).  Hence, the current evidence reveals an asynchronous relation 

between visual processing sites.    

From the preceding chronoarchitectonic mapping evidence, it is possible to 

motivate a more sweeping and formally valid argument against the BBS 

hypothesis on grounds of the absence of temporal connections.  

(1) If BBS is probable, then temporal connections probably exist between all 
relevant subassemblies for interactions to occur.  

(2) Temporal connections probably do not exist between all relevant  
subassemblies for interactions to occur.  

(3) Therefore, BBS is not probable.  

The BBS hypothesis minimally requires that temporal connections exist between 

all relevant subassemblies.  Yet, the current evidence suggests otherwise: the 

properties of an object are not only distributed in space, owing to a lack of 

physical connections between processing sites; they are ‘distributed in time’ as 

well, owing to a lack of temporal connections between processing sites (Zeki, 

2003, p. 215; Zeki 2015).  In sum, the current evidence reveals an asynchronous 

relation between processing sites, an observable datum that cuts directly against 

the BBS hypothesis.4 
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Furthermore, the BBS hypothesis probably cannot account for the enduring 

experience of a bound object because of its transient nature.  This goes to the 

issue of DOU discussed in the introduction.  For example, O’Reilly and colleagues 

have shown that once an object is removed from a subject’s visual field and the 

neuronal assembly that subserves that object’s properties stops firing, there is no 

trace of that assembly’s neurons being bound together previously and yet we can 

have enduring experiences of bound properties, ‘so somehow this problem must 

be addressed’ (O’Reilly, Busby & Soto, p. 171).  What O’Reilly and colleagues are 

referring to is the diachronic character of a bound object of experience, or what I 

refer to as DOU.  In ordinary circumstances, the experience of a unified object 

bears a stream-like character.   The perceived unity of an object is a unity that 

bears continuity over time.  We could even apply this analysis, for example, to the 

auditory mode of experience to shed further light on the idea of DOU: one can be 

conscious of single guitar notes at distinct times (as single notes follow each other 

in succession), but one can also be conscious of a guitar tune over time.  Here is 

the crucial point: since the enduring experience of a bound object persists beyond 

the subpopulation of cells that fire in synchrony, the enduring experience of a 

bound object could not be explained in terms of the synchronous activation of 

neurons.  

How might BBS advocates respond to this objection?  They would likely 

appeal to the neural mechanisms of short-term memory (hereafter STM) to 

explain the enduring character of an object, since the mechanism of STM most 

likely underlies the over time experience of an object’s properties (e.g., see Engel 

& Fries 2016; Engel 2003; cf. Crick 1994; Crick and Koch 1990).  An interesting way 

to bolster this claim is to consider Kandel’s research on the sea slug, Aplysia.  
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Kandel’s work is illuminating because it suggests that ‘the duration of short-term 

memory storage depends on the length of time a synapse is weakened or 

strengthened.’ At the same time, Kandel points out that STM is not located ‘at a 

single specialized site’ but instead involves the synapses of thousands of neurons 

distributed throughout the relevant specialized cortical areas (Kandel 2006, p. 

204-205).  However, this motivates a distinct binding question: if the cellular 

mechanisms that underlie STM are distributed throughout each cortex, then why 

would binding problems not arise at the level of STM?  How could the purported 

mechanisms of STM bind an object’s color, shape, texture, location, and motion 

properties into a single unified object, if the mechanisms that temporarily store 

information about those properties are distributed in specialized areas of the 

ventral and dorsal pathways, as well as visual area V5?  Somehow the separate 

pieces of information regarding an object’s properties are bound together so that 

I am consciously aware of a single, unified object over time, despite the 

limitations of STM.  Based upon these data, one could infer that explaining how 

an object’s separate properties are temporarily stored (or sustained over time for 

a few seconds) by STM is one thing; while explaining how the distributed 

operations of STM could bind such properties into a unified object over time (i.e., 

DOU) is another matter.  Therefore, temporarily storing the distributed contents 

(or properties) of an object does not entail DOU.  Even if STM is necessary for 

DOU, it is not also sufficient for it (LaRock 2006, 2007a, 2010a).  

Nonetheless, advocates of BBS, at this juncture, might choose to weaken 

their principal claim by suggesting that whatever neural mechanism correlates 

with binding properties is only a necessary (and thus not a sufficient) condition of 

experience (van Leeuwen 2007).  But there is compelling neuropsychological 
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evidence that runs counter to the claim that binding properties is a requirement 

of experience.  For example, people who suffer from prosopagnosia can no longer 

bind the properties of faces together; yet it would be a mistake to conclude that 

they lack experience of the face properties they do, in fact, consciously perceive.  

They know what it is like to be prosopagnosic.  Furthermore, persons suffering 

from Balint’s syndrome have severe problems with binding because they have lost 

the ability to establish the spatial structure in which to individuate and bind 

properties together (Treisman, 2003, p. 100).  After extensive studies on the 

Balint’s patient RM, Robertson and colleagues concluded that ‘he has no 

perceptual space in which to separate and individuate the letters and bind the 

colors to the shapes’ (Robertson et al, 1997, p. 307).  Even though RM often 

describes the visual world as fragmented (disordered, or unbound), he is still a 

subject undergoing such (unbound) experiences.  Other Balint’s syndrome 

patients have reported seeing the individual properties of an object at separate 

times.  Rather than seeing the properties of an object as a single, coherent whole, 

these patients experience the individual properties of an object in a temporally 

segregated (i.e., diachronically unbound) manner (Kosslyn & Koenig, 1995, p. 

120).  Yet, in these cases, there is still a singularity (or subjective individual point 

of view) in the midst of unbounded properties.  After all, the patient knows what 

it is like to have Balint’s syndrome.  It follows that binding properties into a 

coherent whole is not a necessary condition of experience.  Perhaps neuronal 

synchrony is necessary for experience in some sense, such as when it comes to 

matters of predictive coding (i.e., error minimization) or to matters of 

disambiguating (i.e., correctly selecting) the properties of an object when 

competition occurs at certain levels of cortical hierarchy (for details of this point, 
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see LaRock 2006, 2007a, 2007b, 2010a, 2016a; see also Friston et al 2016; Hohwy 

2013).  In any case, further elaboration of the matter of disambiguating properties 

(via attention) will be explored in section VI.       

Since I have already suggested ways to address OPB and DOU elsewhere 

(see my 2007a, 2007a, 2010a), I will not repeat that discussion here.  Instead, I 

will motivate a new theory regarding subject unity, or what is sometimes 

regarded as the unity of experience across modalities (or cortices) of the brain.   

V. Emergent Subject Dualism (ESD)

Every new theory attempts to solve a foundational problem.  ESD proposes a 

solution to a foundational problem regarding the unity of experience across 

cortices of the brain.  The problem I have in mind can be illustrated succinctly.  

Brain data indicates that distinct sensory phenomenal properties are correlated 

with physical processes in geographically separate primary sensory cortices.  For 

example, when I observe a lion, the lion’s roaring sound correlates with a physical 

process in my auditory cortex, while its yellow color correlates with a physical 

process in my visual cortex.  At the same time, there is most likely no single area 

(or “convergence zone”) in the brain where the sensory phenomenal properties of 

a lion (or the phenomenal properties of any object of experience) could be bound 

together (and thus unified), owing to combinatorial capacity limitations and 

evolutionary considerations about the efficiency of distributed information 

encodings (See Singer 2017, 1999, 1996; Zeki 2015, 2007, 2003; see also Crick & 

Koch 2007, 2003, 1990; Engel & Fries 2016; Engel 2003; LaRock 2016a, 2013a, 

2010a, 2007a, 2006; von der Malsburg 1999, 1996).5  Yet, somehow, I experience 

the lion’s sound and color as a phenomenal unity.  For the sake of economy, I will 
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call this kind of unity subject unity.  What must be true about my nature to make 

subject unity possible?  Notice, neither phenomenal unity nor the bearer of such 

unity could be identical to distributed physical processes (across geographically 

separate primary sensory cortices) and/or their correlated sensory phenomenal 

properties, for that would entail the very problem under discussion.  This is why I 

think that (positing) a subject is theoretically warranted when it comes to the 

unity of experience across cortices of the brain.  In the following, I elaborate ESD 

and then support it through recent findings in neuroanesthesia.   

Accordingly, under the hypothesis of ESD, once a brain generates 

phenomenal properties, a new (ontological) subject is also generated; and that 

subject functions (adverbially) to bind phenomenal properties across modalities 

(or cortices) of its brain (LaRock 2016c, 2013a, 2010a, 2007a, 2007b).  Analytic 

philosophers, who posit a subject (or self)6 to account for such unity, are not 

alone on this score.  For example, Sir John Eccles, the Nobel prize-winning 

neuroscientist, argued for a similar view several decades ago: “the experienced 

unity comes, not from a neurophysiological synthesis, but from the proposed 

integrating character of the self” (1993, p. 362).  The emergent subject (or self) is 

proposed to provide an elegant (or simple) account of subject unity.  

What is meant by adverbial here?  Subjects are affected by or undergo 

phenomenal properties.  For example, I know what it is like to see and hear Jason 

Becker perform highly technical, guitar arpeggios.  I am a subject affected by the 

phenomenal properties of seeing and hearing Becker perform.  While seeing and 

hearing Becker’s melodious performance, I also feel happy and inspired.  Even 

though such diverse phenomenal properties involve geographically different 

modalities (or cortices) of my brain, they are nevertheless unified in virtue of 
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being affections of me, a subject of experience (see also Chisholm 1969).  All 

cross-modal experiences appear to be unified in this way; a subject is the 

metaphysical anchor (i.e., the common subject) to which its diverse phenomenal 

properties are unified (or inhere).  In sum, a subject functions (adverbially) to bind 

phenomenal properties across modalities of its brain in virtue of being an entity 

affected by them.  Thus, the unity of experience across modalities of the brain is 

taken to be a “unitary state” of a subject that is not analyzable in terms of 

anything else (see also Jackson 1977, p. 59; also Zimmerman 2011). 

Now, positing an entity that cannot be directly (empirically) observed in 

order to better explain what can be observed is quite common in the history of 

science and philosophy.  I cannot directly (empirically) observe my subjective 

nature (through PET and fMRI scanning devices), but what I can observe are my 

phenomenal data, as well as their cross-modal unity.  And phenomenal data of 

this sort require an explanation by any scientific approach to consciousness.  

Parallels in science shed light on this point. Maxwell and colleagues found that 

electromagnetic processes could not be explained in terms of the usual 

mechanical processes, and so they proposed electromagnetic forces and fields 

(see also Chalmers 2010).  These scientists found it necessary to expand the 

ontology of physics to better explain certain phenomena.  Similarly, advocates of 

ESD argue that we need to expand the ontology of mind (beyond mere emergent 

mental properties) to include an emergent subject for the sake of providing a 

better explanation of subject unity.  Incidentally, ESD has advantages over 

philosophical approaches that deny a self’s existence (on grounds that a self 

eludes direct observation).  For example, Hume sought to find (or observe) a self 

among the diverse contents (i.e., diverse phenomenal properties) of experience.  
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Since Hume could not find a self, on grounds that he could not observe it among 

phenomenal properties, he despairingly concluded there is no self.  But Hume’s 

approach was hapless at the outset: “If selves are what such contents are 

presented to, Hume’s quest was doomed to fail.  Not only was he looking in the 

wrong place, he was trying to see something that by its very nature cannot be 

seen” (Dainton 2008, p. 41).  Under the hypothesis of ESD, a self is an entity that 

underlies and (adverbially) binds the diverse contents of experience; hence, 

unsurprisingly, a self cannot be observed in Hume’s sense.  Finally, ESD is 

positioned to provide a plausible account of a self’s “elusive” character without 

also taking the counterintuitive move of denying a self’s existence (see LaRock 

2010a).            

In the following sections, I discuss some further explanatory advantages of 

ESD and a possible way of testing it with respect to cross-cortical sensory binding 

in light of recent advances in neuroanesthesia.    

ESD and Neuronal Hubs

A natural inference to draw about a subject-brain relation implicit in ESD is that a 

subject, though ontologically distinct from its brain, is nonetheless spatial, in the 

sense that the spatial volume within which a subject exists is at least sufficient to 

encompass those parts (or neuronal hubs) of the brain with which it interacts or 

functions, including the function of cross-cortical binding (see LaRock 2010a, 

2013a, 2016c; see also Hasker 1999).  This core theoretical claim of ESD implies a 

decisive explanatory advantage over traditional brands of dualism.  ESD is not 

vulnerable to a dominant criticism leveled against Cartesian varieties of dualism, 

the dreaded problem of how (and where) an unextended thinking thing (i.e., a 

non-located subject) could interact with, or function in relation to, an extended 
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thing (i.e., a located object, the brain), as well as the pairing problem, most ably 

articulated by Jaegwon Kim (2005).  Hence, ESD is theoretically positioned to 

respond to a fundamental scientific question: where does a subject reside relative 

to the spatial volume of its brain, or what are the key neuronal hubs of an 

emergent subject? 

What is that volume of space in which a subject resides in neuroanatomical 

terms?  That volume of space might include the prefrontal cortex (PFC), which 

receives inputs from virtually every center of the brain (Katsuki & Constantinidis 

2012; Selemon & Goldman-Rakic 1988).   Moreover, the dorsolateral prefrontal 

cortex (dLPFC), including areas 8a and 46, processes spatial information and is 

tightly interlinked with the posterior parietal cortex, or PPC (Stein 1992).  The 

PPC, and more recently, the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), are both distinct 

neural structures involved in ego-centric space and autobiographical information 

(Leach & Sharpe 2014; Stein 1992); area 46 shares several efferent outputs with 

PPC, such as “the supplementary motor cortex, premotor cortex, superior 

temporal cortex, cingulate cortex, limbic structures, basal ganglia, thalamus, and 

superior colliculus” (Katsuki & Constantinidis 2012).  The PPC receives inputs from 

the vestibular system.  The vestibular inputs include signals from one’s head-

region and limbs, as well as from one’s bodily motor system.  It is interesting to 

note that studies on the brain’s evolution have strongly suggested that the 

parietal lobes have undergone considerable enlargement (Stein 1992).  It appears 

as if these areas underwent rapid evolution so that a subject could make reliable 

(ego-centric) spatial judgments in a variety of contexts, thereby enabling a subject 

to avoid harm and to take courses of action that increase the probability of 

biological, social, psychological, and phenomenal senses of well-being.  An 
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evolutionary reason a subject’s point of view cannot be eliminated is that it is 

required to survive in real-time scenarios.  For example, occasionally subjects 

need to make real-time judgments about whether predators are oriented toward 

them in threatening ways (see also Prinz 2012, 2007).  Finally, there is a growing 

body of evidence strongly suggesting that activity in the dorsal anterior insula 

cortex (dAIC) correlates with the sentient aspects of a subject (Craig 2011).  Thus, 

the dLPFC, PPC, PCC, and dAIC are perhaps some of the neuronal correlates (or 

critical hubs) of a subject.   

ESD and Anesthesia

Because a subject is generated by its brain, a subject is closely linked to the 

neurochemistry of its brain, which is shown on the basis of the nature of sleep.  A 

subject goes through unconscious states during sleep.  In fact, certain anesthetic 

agents are now known to “induce unconsciousness by enhancing the activity of 

sleep-promoting neurons” (Vanini, Baghdoyan & Lydic, 2010, p.  2).  In a similar 

vein, I have argued elsewhere that ESD is positioned to explain deeper 

metaphysical questions about what is being rendered unconscious during 

successful application of general anesthetics (see LaRock 2007b).  Advocates of 

ESD can lean toward the possibility that what is being rendered unconscious is a 

subject, instead of a brain to which a subject relates.  This would count as a 

further decisive advantage over Descartes’ brand of dualism, which assumes that 

subjects and experience are necessarily linked at all times.  By contrast, ESD 

maintains that subjects go through unconscious states at times, not just conscious 

experiential states. 
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While the aforementioned possibility (in italics) was merely a speculative 

suggestion that I advanced a decade ago (LaRock 2007b), a very recent article by 

Oxford neuroscientists Warnaby and colleagues (2016) provides some provocative 

experimental evidence that coheres with it.  Their experiment involved fifteen 

healthy subjects who underwent ultraslow induction of propofol anesthesia while 

hooked up to EEG and (whole-brain) fMRI.  Incidentally, as the dose of anesthesia 

increases, a subject persists through a continuum of mental states, from 

conscious experiential states to unconscious states.  Loss of behavioral 

responsiveness (LOBR) is currently the only “objective” measure indicating 

anesthesia-induced loss of consciousness.7  Meanwhile three distinct stimulus 

tests were deployed to detect the transition to LOBR.  The tests involved asking 

subjects to detect stimulus-evoked changes caused by (a) unpleasant laser pain to 

a patch of skin, (b) auditory tones, and (c) pairs of words as same or different 

around LOBR.  Hence, the tests involved the detection of some diverse sensory 

phenomenal properties and some high-level cognitive tasks.

What did their experiment reveal after induction of propofol anesthesia?  

First, it revealed that stereotypical activation patterns persisted in the primary 

sensory cortices after the transition to LOBR.  Second, it revealed that 

“widespread thalamocortical processing persisted after LOBR” (Warnaby et al 

2016, p. 7).  Third, even after LOBR, activation patterns were observed in certain 

brain regions (e.g., anterior cingulate and somatosensory cortices) that correlate 

with pain perception.  Fourth, none of the above brain regions were observed to 

be more active than any other in response to auditory and pain stimuli.  By 

implication, the observed activation patterns in the sensory cortices and 
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thalamocortical areas (probably) cannot be the neuronal correlates of a subject of 

experience, since those activation patterns persisted after LOBR.8  

Warnaby and colleagues were also able to demonstrate that propofol 

anesthesia consistently suppressed the right dorsal anterior insula cortex after 

LOBR; additionally, it was observed that suppressing dAIC leads to a breakdown of 

frontoparietal feedback.  From these findings, Warnaby and colleagues 

hypothesize that dAIC might function as a cortical gate for a subject of experience 

with respect to multimodal sensory processing.  

How do the findings of Warnaby and colleagues relate to the scientific 

feasibility of the hypothesis of ESD?  If the cortical gate is closed (e.g., due to 

anesthetic suppression), a subject cannot access diverse sensory information 

states and their related phenomenal properties and thus cannot function 

(adverbially) to bind those states and their related phenomenal properties into a 

unified experience across modalities of the brain.  In sum, when you suppress 

dAIC (and perhaps other critical neuronal hubs), you suppress a subject’s function 

(adverbially) to bind sensory based phenomenal properties across modalities of 

its brain.  Secondly, ESD predicts that the proximal neuronal hubs of a subject 

should be the first hubs to regain functional connectivity as a subject regains 

experience.  As it happens, dAIC is the first region to functionally reemerge from 

anesthetic-induced unconsciousness,9 which coheres elegantly with the 

hypothesis of ESD.

VI. Objections to ESD and Replies

Nonetheless, some philosophers and neuroscientists might object to ESD on 

grounds that attention could be the missing explanatory piece of the binding 
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puzzle (e.g., see Carruthers 2015; Prinz 2012; also Crick & Koch 2003; Luck & 

Beach 1998; Reynolds & Desimone, 1999).  For example, although Crick and Koch 

(2003) no longer think that neuronal synchrony is a sufficient neural correlate of 

consciousness, they still maintain (in their revised neural coalitions view) that 

attention plays the role of binding an object’s properties when competition 

occurs in the cortical neural network:

Several objects/events can be handled simultaneously; more 

than one object/event can be attended to at the same time, if 

there is no significant overlap in the cortical neural network. 

... If there is such an overlap, then (top-down) attention is 

needed to select one of them by biasing the competition 

among them. This [attention-based] approach largely solves 

the classical binding problem, which was mainly concerned 

with how two different objects/events could be ‘bound’ 

simultaneously. On this view, the ‘binding’ of the features of a 

single object/event is simply the membership in a particular 

coalition. (p. 123)

Much like their previous theorizing, Crick and Koch propose that attention selects 

a coalition of neurons when competition occurs, and that it is in virtue of this 

attentionally selected coalition that the unity of an object’s properties is 

produced: “In general, at any moment the winning coalition is somewhat 

sustained, and embodies what we are conscious of” (p. 121). By extrapolation, 

this attention based account could also explain unity across modalities of the 

brain and thus ESD could be called into question.  
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The above inference drawn by Crick and Koch, however, is not warranted. 

Even if attentional mechanisms could explain how an object’s properties are 

disambiguated (i.e., correctly selected) when competition occurs in the cortical 

hierarchy, this would not automatically guarantee an account of how such 

properties are bound together.  Which is to say: property disambiguation does not 

entail property binding (for details, LaRock 2006, 2007a, 2007b, 2010a).  By the 

way, the preceding logical upshot would hold for predictive coding theories, since 

what ultimately drives those theories boils down to error minimization, and 

specifically the role that attention plays in minimizing errors by increasing the 

upper end of gamma frequency of those neurons that correlate with an object’s 

respective properties when competition arises in the cortical hierarchy (see 

Friston et al 2016).  In other words, attention amplifies neuronal synchronization 

in the gamma frequency range for the sake of property disambiguation.  But, as 

I’ve just argued, property disambiguation does not entail property binding.  

To further clarify and motivate the point that disambiguation does not 

entail binding, an illustration may be helpful.  Imagine a grid of lights, such that 

each light is labeled to represent an individual property of an object.  To simplify 

matters, the total number of objects that can be represented by the grid is five.  

The labels that represent an object’s properties at any given moment are 

distributed throughout the grid-like system; the label for ‘red’ is above the label 

for ‘circle’ and the label for ‘motion’ is above and to the right of the label for ‘red’, 

and so forth.  Since an object’s properties are represented (via labels) in a 

distributed fashion, we need a mechanism to selectively tag (or disambiguate) an 

object’s respective set of properties when competing object properties light up at 

the same time.  One way to know which properties belong to their respective 
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objects is by means of a selecting (or ‘tagging’ or ‘marking’) mechanism.  In the 

case of the grid, an electrical switch causes (‘selects’) the correct coalition of 

labeled lights to turn on (or ‘fire’ more brilliantly than competing sets of lights) at 

a distinct time.  Notice, however, that simply because we have a mechanism that 

selectively activates (i.e., “tags”) the correct set of properties distributed 

throughout the grid-like system, we have yet to explain how those properties, 

once selectively activated, are bound together to form a single unitary object as 

opposed to an unconnected set of properties.  Thus, binding the correct set of 

properties together (when competition occurs in the cortical neural network) 

entails selective tagging (or property disambiguation), but selective tagging (or 

property disambiguation) per se does not entail binding.  One can imagine, 

though, that some advocates of neuronal synchrony might, at this juncture, 

weaken their principal claim and reply that all they mean by property binding is 

property disambiguation.  However, just explaining property disambiguation 

when competition arises in the cortical hierarchy does not explain the more 

difficult questions surrounding the unity of experience (see also LaRock 2006, 

2007a, 2007b, 2016a).  

In fairness, Crick and Koch (2003, 2007) are not the only binding theorists 

who take the above (fallacious) assumption.  It is, in fact, quite widespread in the 

neuroscience research surrounding the binding problem (e.g., see also Engel & 

Fries 2016; Engel 2003; Singer 2007, 1999, 1996; von der Malsburg 1999, 1996).  

For example, Tanaka (1993) infers that the binding problem “disappears” on 

grounds that attention could disambiguate the properties (or features) of 

competing objects: “If the representation of features of an attended object is 

enhanced and that of other objects is suppressed, the binding problem 
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disappears” (p. 687).  That inference would be valid only if property 

disambiguation (PD) entails property binding (PB).  But, as we’ve just observed, 

PD does not entail PB.  Hence, that inference is invalid.        

Still, one might insist that eventually neuroscience will reveal a 

convergence zone in the brain, a central neuronal place where a subject’s 

thoughts, images, pains, phenomenal properties—mental contents in 

general—come together as a unity (and thus there would be no need for a subject 

to bind such contents).  Even if we supposed (or stipulated) that there were a 

convergence zone in the brain, such as the claustrum (or even dAIC and/or 

frontoparietal areas), that convergence zone would be composed of (finer) parts 

and thus the binding problem would likely surface once again.10  Therefore, a 

(sufficient) convergence zone in the brain is an unlikely candidate of binding on 

multiple fronts.  But granting that conclusion, in virtue of the reviewed data, does 

not close off other theoretical possibilities, such as the kind of explanatory 

possibility implied by the hypothesis of ESD.  

VII. Concluding Postscript

Still working on this…………

1 Because I’ve already suggested ways to address target questions (1) and (2) elsewhere (e.g., LaRock 2007a, 
2010a), I will not readdress those questions here.  

2 V in V1 stands for visual area.  

3 1 hertz is equivalent to one cycle, or neuronal event, per second.  

4 For further empirical and logical critiques of the BBS and the binding by attention hypotheses, see my 2006, 
2007a, 2008a, 2010a, 2012, 2013a, 2016a. 



5 Toward the end of section III, I address potential objections surrounding the feasibility of a convergence zone in 
the brain. 

6 I take the terms subject and self to refer to the same entity, the entity that possesses mental properties.  Other 
philosophers who take a similar position include E.J. Lowe and Dean Zimmerman. For example, see E.J. Lowe’s 
Subjects of Experience (CUP, 1996) and Personal Agency (OUP 2008).

7 Moreover, I acknowledge that LOBR does not necessarily entail unconsciousness.  See LaRock 2010b; Mashour & 
LaRock 2008. 
 
8 I say “(probably)” because I acknowledge other possible explanations after LOBR other than anesthetic-induced 
unconsciousness, such as the subject’s retaining experience but being unable or unwilling to respond to stimulus 
tests; or the subject’s retaining experience but being cut off from sensory phenomenal states, as in a dreaming 
state  (see Mashour & LaRock 2008; LaRock 2010b; see also Mashour 2016).  

9 I thank my colleague, Uncheol Lee, for calling my attention to this important datum.  

10 Incidentally, there are, in fact, multiple competing theories about the function of the claustrum.  Some theorists 
hypothesize that the claustrum functions as a synchrony detector and others a salience detector.  The latter has 
important evolutionary benefits: if one can detect the presence of a lion through its characteristic roar, then one 
can deliberate over competing action plans to avoid it.  This salience capacity is categorical by nature and hence is 
linked to our capacity to recognize objects on the basis of salient cues.  See Smythies et al (2012); also Remedios et 
al (2010). 



On the Hypothetical Given

Adam Marushak

Abstract

My aim in this paper is to assess the viability of a perceptual episte-
mology based on what Anil Gupta calls the “hypothetical given”. On
this account, experience alone yields no unconditional entitlement to
perceptual beliefs. Experience functions instead to establish relations
of rational support between what Gupta calls “views” and perceptual
beliefs. I will argue that the hypothetical given is a genuine alterna-
tive to the prevailing theories of perceptual justification but that the
account faces a dilemma: on a natural assumption about the epistemic
significance of support relations, the hypothetical given results in ei-
ther rationalism or skepticism. I conclude by examining the prospects
for avoiding the dilemma. One option is to combine the hypothetical
given with a form of coherentism. Another is to combine the view
with a form of hinge epistemology. But neither o↵ers a simple fix.

1 Introduction

Recent work in the epistemology of perception has been dominated by two
models of the structure of perceptual justification: one on which experience
directly supports perceptual beliefs, and one on which experience supports
perceptual beliefs only in conjunction with certain background beliefs. My
aim in this paper is to assess the viability of an alternative model introduced
in Anil Gupta’s (2006) Empiricism and Experience. The model in question
is what Gupta calls the “hypothetical given”: experience alone yields no
unconditional entitlement to perceptual beliefs—experience functions instead
to establish relations of rational support between accounts of the self and
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world (“views”, as Gupta calls them) and particular perceptual beliefs.1

I will advance two main theses concerning the hypothetical given. First,
the theory is a genuine alternative to the prevailing accounts of the structure
of perceptual justification; it is not a mere notational variant of the other
theories that assign a role to background beliefs. Second, any perceptual
epistemology based on the hypothetical given faces a dilemma: on a nat-
ural assumption about the epistemic significance of support relations, the
hypothetical given leads to either rationalism or skepticism.

I first press this dilemma against Gupta’s perceptual epistemology, as
Gupta develops it in response to a recent objection due to Selim Berker.2 I
then show how the dilemma generalizes to a✏ict any perceptual epistemology
based on the hypothetical given. The source of the dilemma lies in what I will
call the “constraint model” of rational support: support relations serve only
to transmit entitlement from one state to another, where the entitlement-
type of the supported state is constrained by the entitlement-type of the
supporting state—e.g. a pragmatic entitlement to one belief cannot ground
an epistemic entitlement to another by means of a support relation.

I conclude by examining the prospects for avoiding the dilemma by deny-
ing the constraint model. One option is to combine the hypothetical given
with a form of coherentism. Another is to combine the view with a form
of hinge epistemology. But neither o↵ers a simple fix. It remains an open
question whether coherentism or hinge epistemology can provide a plausible
alternative to the constraint model. So it remains an open question whether
defenders of the hypothetical given can succeed in avoiding rationalism or
skepticism.

2 What is the Hypothetical Given?

We can characterize the hypothetical given by contrasting it with three dis-
tinct accounts of the structure of perceptual justification. I will set out these
accounts by using the kind of directed graphs familiar from discussions of

1See Gupta (2006, Chapter 4). Gupta frames his epistemology in terms of “entitle-
ment”, and I will follow suit. But I see little di↵erence between Gupta’s sense of the term
and the more familiar notion of propositional justification (in particular, Gupta’s use of
“entitlement” has no connection to Burge’s (2003) or Wright’s (2004) uses of the term).

2See Berker (2011) and Gupta (2011).
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foundationalism and coherentism (with one twist to be introduced later).3

For example:

P & Q

P

Figure A

This graph tells us that a belief with content P & Q supports a belief with
content P: the circles represent beliefs, the letters inside the circles give the
contents of the beliefs, and the arrow stands for the support or counting-in-
favor-of relation.

Let me add several clarifications about these graphs. First, I follow Berker
(2015) in distinguishing graphically between what I will call the direct sup-
port depicted in Figure A from the conjunctive support depicted in Figure B:4

P P ! Q

Q

Figure B

3The graphs to follow are based on those of Berker (2015). See also Pryor (2012).
4Conjunctive support corresponds to what Berker (2015) calls “Y-support”.
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The Y-arrow represents the fact that it is only the two beliefs together that
jointly count in favor of the belief that Q—neither the belief that P nor the
belief that P ! Q on its own counts in favor of the belief that Q.

Second, it is important to distinguish between the structure of justifica-
tion and the transmission of justification. Our graphs only depict the former:
they illustrate the support relations obtaining between items of epistemolog-
ical interest (beliefs, experiences, propositions, etc.). The presence of such
support relations does not su�ce for the supporting states to “transmit”
or thereby create justification for the supported state, since one might have
lacked justification for the supporting states in the first place.5 For example,
the presence of a support relation between the belief that P and the belief
that P _ Q does not su�ce for anyone to thereby become justified in be-
lieving that P _ Q, since one might have had no reason for believing that
P in the first place. Nevertheless, support relations plausibly give rise to
what Gupta (2006, 76) calls a “hypothetical entitlement”: if one is justified
or otherwise epistemically entitled to believe that �, and the belief that �
supports the belief that  , then one is entitled to believe that  .6 Applied to
the support relation depicted in Figure B, this means that: if one is entitled
to believe that P and that P ! Q, then one is entitled to believe that Q.

Let us turn now to our four accounts of the structure of perceptual jus-
tification. On the first, experience directly supports perceptual beliefs:

5For discussion of transmission see, for instance, Davies (2004), Moretti and Piazza
(2013), Pryor (2004), Silins (2005), Tucker (2010), and Wright (2002, 2004). I depart
from some authors in using the term “transmission” to mark a phenomenon concerning
propositional justification, not doxastic justification—i.e. transmission concerns one’s jus-
tification for believing propositions one may or may not actually believe. Transmission
in this sense is sometimes discussed under the heading of the “flow of justification” (see
Berker (2015)).

6I am passing over various complications. For instance, one’s entitlement to believe
that  should be proportiate to the strength of the support relation. In addition, one
might only be entitled to believe that  if one recognizes that the belief that � supports
the belief that  , or recognizes that the support relation obtains while at the same time
retaining one’s entitlement to believe that �. Similar complications arise in the formulation
of closure principles. See Hawthorne (2005).
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e

J

Figure 1

Here the star represents an experience e, which stands in a direct relation of
support to a perceptual belief with the content J. I have chosen not to label
the content of experience e, since theorists might endorse the general struc-
ture depicted in Figure 1 while disagreeing about the nature of e’s content or
even whether e has content. For this reason, I will speak of “Figure 1-type
accounts” plural, allowing that one might fill in such details in various ways.

Figure 1-type accounts are typically associated with so-called liberal or
dogmatist theories of perceptual justification.7 On liberal theories, an experi-
ence as of its being the case that J immediately supplies one with prima facie
justification for believing that J.8 I take it that many who advance such theo-
ries endorse our Figure 1-type structure.9 And Figure 1-type accounts plausi-
bly motivate these theories: it is typically denied that experiences themselves
stand in need of justification, so experience alone will plausibly justify per-
ceptual beliefs if Figure 1-type accounts are correct. However, I will refrain
from simply identifying liberalism with Figure 1-type accounts. The reason
for this is that our graphs only depict relations of support; it is a further ques-
tion how views about support cohere with larger views about the conditions
of justification. Such questions will gain more urgency below.

On our second account, an experience supports a perceptual belief only
in conjunction with certain background beliefs:

7See, for instance, Pollock (1974), Pryor (2000, 2004, 2012), Huemer (2001), and Silins
(2008). The terminology of liberalism and conservatism (to be introduced below) is due
to Pryor (2000, 2004, 2012) and Silins (2008).

8I intend the “as of” locution to be neutral as to whether the experience itself has
content (cf. Neta (2010)). For example, relationalists might take an experience to be as of
its being the case that J i↵ the experience acquaints one with an object and its properties
such that the object’s having these properties make it the case that J.

9Pryor (2012) explicitly endorses this structure.
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e
R1

J1

. . .

e
Rn

Jn

Figure 2

The Y-arrow indicates that neither the experience nor the background belief
directly supports the perceptual belief; it is only the experience together with
the background belief that jointly supports the perceptual belief.10 Examples
of such backgrounds beliefs might be: the belief that one’s senses are reliable,
the belief that the lighting conditions are normal, the belief that one is not a
brain-in-a-vat, and so on. The ellipsis dots in Figure 2 indicate that one and
the same experience will support di↵erent perceptual beliefs when conjoined
with di↵erent background beliefs. For example, an experience as of a green
sculpture conjoined with the belief that the lighting conditions are normal will
support the belief that the sculpture is green; the same experience conjoined
with the belief that one is wearing blue glasses will support the belief that
the sculpture is yellow.

As we emphasized above, such support relations do not guarantee that
one is justified in holding the supported perceptual beliefs. Background
beliefs themselves stand in need of support, so it is plausible that one’s
justification for holding the supported perceptual beliefs depends on one’s
justification for holding the relevant background beliefs. For this reason,
Figure 2-type accounts are typically associated with so-called conservative
theories of perceptual justification.11 On conservative theories, an experience
as of its being the case that J justifies one in believing that J partly in virtue of
one’s being independently justified in believing some further propositions—
such as those concerning the reliability of perception, the falsity of skeptical

10Berker (2015) uses the term “hypothetical given” to label Figure 2-type accounts.
He is explicit that his use of this term departs in certain ways from Gupta’s, but the
di↵erences in usage do not a↵ect the general point that Berker reads Gupta as advancing
a Figure 2-type account. I give an alternative characterization of Gupta’s theory below.

11See, for instance, Cohen (1999), Sellars (1956), White (2006), and Wright (2004).
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hypotheses, and so on.
Now, I take it that many who advance conservative views do endorse

Figure 2-type accounts.12 Some may even assume that conservativism is the
only option for those endorse who Figure 2-type accounts. But it would be
a mistake to simply identify conservatism with such accounts. One reason
is the point noted above: it is a further question how views about support
motivate or otherwise cohere with views about the larger conditions of per-
ceptual justification. In the case of Figure 2-type accounts, this is no mere
plea for caution. As we’ll see in §6, there is a view about the larger conditions
of justification that allows one to adopt a Figure 2-type account without en-
dorsing conservatism. Conversely, we’ll see below that there exist alternative
accounts of the structure of justification also cohere with conservatism.

Let us turn now to such accounts, the last of which constitutes the hy-
pothetical given. In order to depict these accounts, we will have to make
one crucial addition to our graphs. Notice that the graphs we’ve drawn so
far only tell us what supports what—the graphs do not indicate why these
support relations obtain. However, views about the source of these support
relations will often lead to very di↵erent accounts of the larger epistemol-
ogy of perception, so I propose that we expand our graphs so that they also
depict the grounds of these support relations. Indeed, we’ll see below that
such expanded graphs are in fact necessary for marking key epistemologically
relevant distinctions.

Consider the following:

e

J1

R1
. . .

e

Jn

Rn

Figure 3

The curly brackets indicate that it is partly in virtue of a particular back-
ground belief that an experience supports a particular perceptual belief.13

12See Cohen (1999) for one example of a conservative epistemology employing a Figure
2-type account.

13I leave open what conditions one might impose on background beliefs playing this
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This role for background beliefs is importantly di↵erent from the role as-
signed by Figure 2-type accounts. An analogy will help illustrate the point:
an argument form like modus ponens does not itself stand in a relation of
support to a conclusion—the argument form merely figures in an explantion
of why the premises stand in such a relation of support.14 Similarly, in Figure
3-type accounts, background beliefs do not stand in conjunctive relations of
support with perceptual beliefs. Rather, background beliefs merely figure in
an explanation of why experiences directly support perceptual beliefs.

This logical di↵erence makes a key epistemological di↵erence. One worry
about Figure 2-type accounts is that they lead to an implausible account of
so-called doxastic justification, or well-foundedness.15 If background beliefs
figure as one of the relata in a support relation with perceptual beliefs, then
it would seem that one only counts as justifiedly holding these perceptual
beliefs if one bases them in part on these background beliefs. After all,
one only holds a belief for the right reasons if one holds it because of the
considerations that support it. However, it is psychologically implausible
that perceivers actually base their perceptual beliefs on background beliefs
about, say, the reliability of perception or the falsity of skeptical hypotheses.

Figure 3-type accounts skirt this objection. Background beliefs do not
themselves stand in relations of support to perceptual beliefs, so there is
no requirement that well-founded perceptual beliefs be based on background
beliefs. Instead, well-foundedness only requires that a perceptual belief be
based on an experience, since it is only the experience itself that supports
the perceptual belief.16

Figure 3-type accounts also diverge in epistemologically significant ways
from Figure 1-type accounts. Return to Figure 1 with the idea that a graph
will specify if background beliefs (partially) ground the obtaining of support
relations. We should then read Figure 1 as claiming that the relations of
support between experiences and perceptual beliefs do not hold in virtue of
background beliefs (or at least: that there is some experience e that stands
in such a relation independently of background beliefs). The importance

role. A plausible requirement is that one be justified in holding such beliefs. More on this
below.

14This analogy is inspired by one Gupta (2006) uses to clarify the hypothetical given. I
discuss his own analogy below.

15See Silins (2008) for this objection and Feldman and Conee (1985) for discussion of
well-foundedness.

16Neta (2010) motivates a Figure 3-type account on these grounds.
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of this di↵erence lies in the conditions we might impose on a background
belief’s grounding the obtaining of a support relation. If one must be justified
in holding a background belief for it to play this role, then defenders of
Figure 3-type accounts incur a significant burden: they must explain how
it is that one comes by justification for background beliefs (the same goes
for defenders of Figure 2-type accounts). Figure 1-type accounts invite no
such question. Instead, their defenders must explain what does ground the
obtaining of support relations between experiences and perceptual beliefs, or
why we should take these relations as primitive. Importantly: none of these
di↵erences are apparent if we omit grounding relations from our graphs. Both
Figure 1 and Figure 3-type accounts take experiences to stand in relations of
direct support with perceptual beliefs, so our original Figure 1 would have
stood for both.

Let us turn finally to the hypothetical given:

v1

J1

. . .
vn

Jn

e

Figure 4

This account di↵ers from all of the above in that experience stands in no
relations of support—whether direct or conjunctive—with perceptual beliefs.
Instead, the role of experience is to establish relations of rational support
between views (represented by the squares) and perceptual beliefs.17 The

17Figure 4 is based on Gupta’s own graph in Gupta (2009, 464). However, Gupta himself
does not employ the terminology of “support relations” when describing his theory. He will
say that experience establishes “rational links”, “constraints”, or “connections” between
views and perceptual beliefs—connections that have the force of “therefore” (see Gupta
(2006, 80–81), Gupta (2009, 464), and Gupta (2011, 45)). He will also say that experience
licenses “transitions” from one view to another (Gupta (2011, 52 n. 20)). My formulation
of his theory in terms of support is intended as an interpretation of these remarks. Support
relations establish rational constraints and license transitions, and it is di�cult to see how
a connection between a view and a perceptual belief could have the force of “therefore”
unless the view supports the perceptual belief.
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role of experience is thus analogous to that of background beliefs in Figure
3-type accounts: the having of an experience figures in an explanation of why
a view supports a perceptual belief, but the experience does not itself figure
in relations of support.

As with Figure 3-type accounts, adding grounding relations to our graphs
is necessary for representing the hypothetical given. Were we to omit these
relations, Figure 4 could equally well represent a pure coherentism of the sort
defended by Davidson (1986), on which experience only causes perceptual
beliefs that independently stand in relations of rational support. But on
the hypothetical given, experience itself makes a rational contribution: it
institutes relations of support.

Gupta likens this contribution of experience to that of an argument form
(Gupta (2006, 80–82)). An experience establishes relations of support be-
tween views and perceptual beliefs, just as an argument form establishes
relations of support between sets of premises and conclusions. But there
are some limitations to this analogy. An experience, unlike an argument
form, links views with perceptual beliefs whose content extends beyond that
which is implicitly contained in the views themselves (Gupta (2006, 82)). In
addition, argument forms establish support relations that hold necessarily,
whereas an experience establishes support relations that hold locally, for the
individual or class of individuals who undergo the experience. Such local
support relations are unfamiliar in epistemology.18 But we can make them
intelligible by reference to their epistemic role. To say that a support rela-
tion holds with respect to a class of individuals is to say that such individuals
enjoy the kind hypothetical entitlements discussed above: if one is entitled
to view v and undergoes experience e, then one is entitled to the perceptual
beliefs J that are supported by v, given e.

The hypothetical given assigns a unique logical role to experience, as
compared with the other accounts given above. An argument form is not
another premise in an inference.19 Similarly, on the hypothetical given, an
experience is not another relatum in a support relation with a perceptual
belief. However, it is important to spell out the epistemological significance
of this structural di↵erence.

18Note, however, that Figure 3-type accounts will also countenance local support rela-
tions: an experience will only support a perceptual belief relative to those individuals who
bear the right relation to the background beliefs that ground the obtaining of the support
relation.

19cf. Carroll (1895).
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It is often assumed that experience itself must stand in relations of sup-
port to perceptual beliefs, if experience is to make any di↵erence to the
rationality of these beliefs. It is then argued that only items with content, or
perhaps conceptual content, can stand in such relations. It is then concluded
that experience must have content, if experience is to properly serve as a
tribunal for perceptual beliefs.20 But the hypothetical given demonstrates
that the initial assumption is false: it is possible for experience to make a
rational contribution without itself standing in relations of rational support
to perceptual beliefs (compare again the contribution of an argument form
like modus ponens). The hypothetical given thus undermines one prominent
argument for thinking that experience has content.

However, there is a potential cost to denying that experience itself stands
in relations of support to perceptual beliefs. Recall our discussion of well-
foundedness from above: it is plausible that one only justifiedly holds a given
belief if one bases that belief on the considerations that support it. But we
said it was psychologically implausible that anyone bases their perceptual
beliefs on background beliefs about the reliability of perception or the falsity
of skeptical hypotheses. The same goes for basing one’s perceptual beliefs
on views encompassing one’s entire conception of the self and world. The
hypothetical given thus faces a problem analogous to the one we raised for
Figure 2-type accounts—namely, the hypothetical given would appear to
result in an implausible account of well-foundedness.

All of this is to say: the hypothetical given is not a notational variant
of the other accounts that assign a role to background states, like beliefs or
views. We must take care to distinguish between the di↵erent logical roles
such background states might play: they might figure themselves as relata
in either direct or conjunctive support relations with perceptual beliefs, or
they might figure merely as grounds for direct support relations between
experiences and perceptual beliefs. Each role must be distinguished, for as
we’ve seen, these logical di↵erences result in key epistemological di↵erences.

Still, there is a commonality between each of our last three accounts. In
assigning a role to background states, these accounts would all seem to mo-
tivate conservatism. Background states themselves stand in need of support,
so it is plausible that one’s justification for perceptual beliefs depends in part
on one’s justification for these background states.21 The upshot is that an as-

20See McDowell (1994) and Brewer (1999).
21However, see §6 for important qualifications about the extent to which any of these ac-
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sumption often held by both liberals and conservatives is mistaken: a Figure
2-type account is not the only structure capable of supporting conservatism.22

To sum up, we’ve located the hypothetical given within a group of four
accounts of the structure of perceptual justification, none of which is equiva-
lent to the others.23 We can chart the key di↵erences between these accounts
with the following table:

The Structure of Perceptual Justification

Fig. 1-
type

accounts

Fig. 2-
type

accounts

Fig. 3-
type

accounts

The
Hypothetical

Given

Does an experience ever
figure as a relatum in a
support relation with a
perceptual belief?

Yes Yes Yes No

Does an experience ever
figure as a relatum in a
relation of direct support
with a perceptual belief?

Yes No Yes No

Are relations of direct sup-
port between experiences
and perceptual beliefs al-
ways established by back-
ground beliefs?

No
Question
does not
arise

Yes
Question
does not
arise

Table 1

3 Gupta on Categorical Entitlement

We’ve seen that the hypothetical given o↵ers a unique account of the struc-
ture of perceptual justification. In the remainder of this paper, I want to
raise a worry about the extent to which this account limits our options for
theorizing about the epistemology of perception. The worry takes the form
of a dilemma: on a natural assumption about the epistemic significance of

counts motivates conservatism, as opposed to merely being compatible with conservatism.
22cf. Neta (2010).
23Of course, this is not to say that these accounts exhaust the logical space.
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support relations, the hypothetical given leads to either rationalism or skep-
ticism.

We can work our way into this dilemma by noting an initial obstacle fac-
ing any perceptual epistemology based on the hypothetical given. We said
above that the relations of support established by an experience ground hy-
pothetical entitlements: if one is entitled to view v and undergoes experience
e, then one is entitled to the perceptual beliefs J that are supported by v,
given e. But how does one become entitled to a view in the first place? This
question is particularly pressing because views themselves would seem to be
supported by perceptual beliefs: e.g. one’s belief that the lighting conditions
are normal is presumably supported by beliefs about the color of the light,
and so on. We thus confront a circle: our entitlement to perceptual beliefs
rests on our entitlement to a view, but our entitlement to a view also rests
on our entitlement to perceptual beliefs. An immediate concern, then, is
that this circle prevents us from ever obtaining a categorical entitlement to
perceptual beliefs—that is, an entitlement that does not rest on some further
condition’s being satisfied.

Gupta’s key innovation is to approach this problem with the same tools
that he and Nuel Belnap pioneered to handle interdependent definitions.24

The crucial notion here is that of “convergence”. A set of interdependent
definitions will sometimes converge on a single extension for a predicate,
provided one updates the extensions by a process of continual revision. Sim-
ilarly, a set of initially conflicting views can ultimately converge on some core
account of the self and world when revised under the pressure of experience.

To see how this works, start with the set of all possible views. The role of
reason, Gupta argues, is to winnow down this initial set. Reason can exclude
views like solipsism—according to which only the self and its sense-data
exist—on the grounds that such a view is inappropriately “rigid”: its core
account of the self and world will be unchanged regardless of the subject’s
course of experience.25 But this is not to say that solipsism is thereby known
to be false—Gupta’s aim is precisely to avoid a rationalist theory on which we
have a priori entitlements to beliefs about contingent features of the actual
world. Solipsism is merely unfit as a starting point for empirical inquiry,
since it fails to allow experience the possibility of reshaping our fundamental

24See Gupta and Belnap (1993). See Gupta (2006, Chapter 3) for a primer on interde-
pendent definitions.

25See Gupta (2006, Chapter 5, §E).
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conception of the self and world. Reason thus selects a set of “admissible”
views: those whose broadly logical features—such as non-rigidity and overall
coherence—make them suitable starting points for empirical inquiry.

At outset of inquiry, the admissible views may give widely divergent ac-
counts of the self and world. But suppose these views converge on some core
account when revised in light of a suitably rich course of experiences. Gupta
claims that one is categorically entitled to the view c that is the subject
of this convergence.26 Hence, one is categorically entitled to the perceptual
beliefs supported by c, given this course of experiences. Convergence thus
explains how the hypothetical given can sustain categorical entitlement to
perceptual beliefs.

However, Berker (2011) spots a lacuna in this account of categorical en-
titlement. On the hypothetical given, an experience establishes relations of
support that give rise to hypothetical entitlements: if one is entitled to view
v and undergoes experience e, then one is entitled to the perceptual beliefs
J that are supported by v, given e. Suppose one becomes entitled to J in
this way. One is then rationally required to revise v in light of J.27 This revi-
sion may involve simply adding J to v, or it may involve more fundamental
changes to v. One is then entitled to the view v1 that results from rationally
revising v in light of J. The process repeats as one undergoes the next expe-
rience e1, which entitles one to J1, which in turn entitles one to v2, the view
that results from rationally revising v1 in light of J1. In this way, a sequence
of experiences E can also give rise to hypothetical entitlements: if one is
entitled to v and undergoes E, then one is entitled to the view c that results
from rationally revising v in light of E. Now, suppose that all admissible
views converge on c when revised in light of E. All that this convergence
establishes is the following: if one is entitled to one of the admissible views
and undergoes E, then one is entitled to c. But recall that Gupta denies
we are entitled to any particular view at the start of the revision process.
Hence, the antecedent of this conditional is false at the outset of inquiry. As
a result, convergence only yields a set of hypothetical entitlements, none of
which secures categorical entitlement to perceptual beliefs.

Gupta’s (2011) reply is that the hypothetical entitlements we’ve discussed
so far do not exhaust the rational contribution of experience. Consider the

26See Gupta (2006, Chapter 4, §B).
27See Gupta (2006, Chapter 4, §4B) for the details of the revision process I sketch in

the main text.
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role of an argument form like argument by cases. The latter institutes a
support relation between a disjunction and a conclusion that follows from
each disjunct. Thus, as long as one is entitled to the disjunction, one is
entitled to the conclusion—one need not be entitled to any of the disjuncts
themselves. Gupta takes experience to make a similar contribution. At
the outset of inquiry, one is not entitled to any particular view, but one
is entitled to the disjunction of admissible views: one is entitled to hold
that some such view obtains. Convergence among the admissible views then
yields entitlement to the core view c, just like entitlement to a disjunction
yields entitlement to a conclusion that follows from each disjunct. Thus, the
hypothetical given sustains categorical entitlement after all.

4 The Dilemma

Gupta’s reply succeeds in addressing Berker’s objection: Gupta’s analogy
with argument by cases explains how one can become categorically entitled to
perceptual beliefs without being entitled to any particular view at the outset
of inquiry. However, a further problem remains. The problem concerns
the nature of our entitlement to the disjunction of admissible views. Our
entitlement to this disjunction must come in either one of two varieties: (i)
the entitlement is fully epistemic—it is the type of entitlement we ordinarily
take ourselves to enjoy for our perceptual beliefs, or (ii) the entitlement
is non-epistemic, or somehow less than fully epistemic. On the first horn,
Gupta’s theory collapses into a form of rationalism. On the second, the
theory leads to skepticism.

Suppose our entitlement to the disjunction of admissible views is fully
epistemic. It is the type of entitlement one enjoys for, say, the belief that
the sky is blue. We can contrast this type of entitlement with two others:
entitlements to attitudes other than belief, and entitlements to belief of a
non-epistemic character. For an example of the latter, consider the type of
entitlement one might possess for the belief that the sky is pink, provided
one will win a million dollars if one holds this belief. For an example of
the former, consider the type of entitlement one might possess to draw on a
certain assumption within the context of a given conversation. All parties to
the conversation may have granted the assumption for the sake of argument,
but one’s entitlement to this assumption does not license one to adopt it
outside the context of the conversation. Contrast this with a fully-epistemic
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entitlement to believe the same proposition: this type of entitlement is not
sensitive to the aims of a particular conversation in quite the same way, even
if attributions of epistemic entitlement turn out to be context-sensitive along
one dimension or another.

Of course, this is just a rough account of the di↵erences between fully-
epistemic and other types of entitlements. I take it that all will recognize
such a distinction. For our purposes, we might simply gloss the distinction
as follows: the mark of a fully-epistemic entitlement is its ability to ground
knowledge, at least if the entitlement is suitably strong and there are no
defeaters, etc.

Now, we are assuming that our entitlement to the disjunction of admis-
sible views is fully epistemic in the sense just explained. But recall that
this entitlement stems solely from reason: we possess the entitlement at an
idealized point at the outset of empirical inquiry, prior to the point at which
experience makes its rational contribution. Thus, it follows that reason gives
us an a priori, fully-epistemic entitlement to believe a deeply contingent
fact about what the world is like—namely, that one of the admissible views
obtains. And if we grant ourselves a single-premise entitlement closure prin-
ciple, we must also have an a priori, fully-epistemic entitlement to believe
that, say, solipsism is false, since solipsism is not among the admissible views.
Consequently, on the first horn, Gupta’s theory simply results in rational-
ism.28

However, Gupta would likely reply that we have mistaken the nature of
our entitlement to the disjunction of admissible views. He writes the following
in response to Schafer’s (2011) objection that the admissibility constraints
entail rationalism:

Admissibility constraints restrict only the starting points of revision.
They entail no restrictions on views that may occur in the revision
process. . . . So admissibility constraints do not yield a priori knowl-
edge that solipsism is false. They do not even yield a priori directives

28One might object that rationalism is a thesis about a priori knowledge, not a priori

entitlement. But one wonders why exactly the a priori entitlements in question would
not yield knowledge, provided that some admissible view in fact obtains. And even if
these entitlements fail to yield knowledge, critics of rationalism would likely reject them
all the same. It is not the strength of the entitlements but their content and apriority
that conflicts with empiricism. Note finally that Gupta himself wants to distance his view
from even a moderate rationalism, according to which there is only an a priori obligation
to believe that solipsism is false (see Gupta (2011, 49)).
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on belief, e.g. that one ought to believe that solipsism is false (Gupta
(2011, 49)).

This passage suggests that Gupta would treat our entitlement to the dis-
junction of admissible views as somehow less than fully epistemic: it is only
an entitlement to hold this disjunction at the starting point of inquiry, or to
“restrict the range of views”, as he puts it (Gupta (2011, 45)). But however
Gupta wants to frame this entitlement, it must be less than fully epistemic
if he is to avoid the first horn of our dilemma.

Let us then consider the second horn: suppose our entitlement to the
disjunction of admissible views is non-epistemic or somehow less than fully
epistemic. The problem here is that Gupta’s account leads to skepticism.

Recall again the parallel between the rational contribution of experience
and that of an argument form. Convergence was supposed to yield categor-
ical entitlement in a manner analogous to argument by cases. But suppose
one draws a conclusion from a disjunction to which one has a less-than-fully-
epistemic entitlement—e.g. suppose one is merely entitled to the disjunction
within the context of a given conversation. If one has no independent enti-
tlement to the conclusion so drawn, then one’s entitlement to the conclusion
will be less than fully epistemic as well. For example, in our present case,
one will not be entitled to endorse the conclusion outside the context of
the conversation. Thus, if the rational contribution of experience is akin to
that of an argument form, then a less-than-fully-epistemic entitlement to the
disjunction of admissible views should yield a less-than-fully-epistemic enti-
tlement to the core view c that is the locus of convergence. But remember:
convergence was supposed to explain how we receive categorical entitlement
to perceptual beliefs in the first place. So if our entitlement to c is less than
fully epistemic, then so is our entitlement to all of our perceptual beliefs.
The hypothetical given thus results in skepticism: we have a fully-epistemic
entitlement to exactly none of our perceptual beliefs.

5 Generalizing the Dilemma

The dilemma remains even if Gupta drops the analogy with argument by
cases. The characteristic feature of the hypothetical given is that experience
functions to establish relations of rational support between views and per-
ceptual beliefs. But support relations are plausibly governed by the following
principles:
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Transmission Only: Support relations serve only to transmit enti-
tlement from one state to another.29

Transmission Entails Constraint: When support relations transmit
entitlement from one state to another, the entitlement-type of the sup-
ported state is constrained by the entitlement-type of the supporting
state.

The idea behind the first principle is that support relations do not gen-
erate entitlement where none existed previously—they merely extend the
entitlement one already possesses. For example, suppose you prove a con-
clusion from a set of premises. The mere fact that the proof is genuine does
not make you entitled to believe the conclusion if you have no entitlement to
believe the premises.

The second principle states that when transmission occurs, one’s entitle-
ment to the supported state cannot outstrip one’s entitlement to the sup-
porting state. This type of constraint governs both the degree and character
of one’s entitlement to the supported states. For example, if one is weakly
justified in believing the premises of a valid inference, one is only thereby
weakly justified in believing the conclusion. And if one possesses merely
pragmatic reasons for believing the premises, one does not thereby receive
any epistemic entitlement to believe the conclusion.

The conjunction of the above principles is what I will call the “constraint
model” of rational support:

29One caveat: this principle is intended to apply only to pairs of states, each of which
potentially stands in need of support. The principle does not rule out a liberal epistemology
on which experience immediately justifies perceptual beliefs, unless experiences themselves
require support. Note also that the Transmission Only principle does not state that
support relations always transmit entitlement. There are various reasons why transmission
may fail to occur that are detailed in the literature on so-called transmission failure.
See the references cited in n. 5. Finally, the Transmission Only principle does not
presuppose a foundationalist account of the structure of justification. The principle is
entirely consistent with so-called linear coherentism, on which entitlement transmits across
support relations that do not terminate in some foundational supporting state (see Berker
(2015) and BonJour and Sosa (2003, 44-45) for discussion of linear coherentism). However,
the principle does conflict with so-called holist coherentism. I discuss the latter in §6.
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The Constraint Model: Support relations serve only to transmit
entitlement from one state to another, where the entitlement-type of
the supported state is constrained by the entitlement-type of the sup-
porting state.

If theConstraint Model is correct, then any perceptual epistemology based
on the hypothetical given is stuck with our above dilemma. For suppose
one begins empirical inquiry with a less-than-fully epistemic entitlement to
some view or disjunction of views. The Constraint Model ensures that
the support relations established by any subsequent experiences yield only
less-than-fully epistemic entitlements to perceptual beliefs: by the Trans-
mission Only principle, these support relations serve only to transmit enti-
tlement from views to perceptual beliefs, and by the Transmission Entails
Constraint principle, the entitlement so transmitted remains less than fully
epistemic. Alternatively, if one does start o↵ with some fully-epistemic en-
titlement to a view or disjunction of views, then this entitlement will give
one an a priori, fully-epistemic entitlement for believing a host of contingent
propositions about what the world is actually like.

To sum up, the general problem is this: if the Constraint Model is
correct, then any attempt to avoid rationalism will result in a gap between
the type of entitlement one enjoys at the outset of inquiry and the type of
entitlement one aspires to possess for one’s perceptual beliefs.30

6 Possible Replies

I will conclude by examining two strategies for avoiding our dilemma. Each
involves denying the Constraint Model, but for di↵erent reasons.

The first aims to combine the hypothetical given with holist coherentism.
This brand of coherentism rejects the Transmission Only principle. Some-
times the structure of support is such as to create entitlement for the first
time, even if none of the states that stand in these support relations are
independently justified. Holist coherentists will often point to the metaphor
of a web of belief: an entire system of beliefs becomes justified in virtue of

30This problem is analogous to the so-called leaching problem for Crispin Wright’s ac-
count of perceptual justification (see Wright (2004, 2014) and McGlynn (2017)). In both
cases, the worry is that a less-than-fully epistemic entitlement to a supporting state will
result in a less-than-fully epistemic entitlement to supported perceptual beliefs.
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the mutual support relations obtaining between its members.31

If we integrate this theory with the hypothetical given, then we should
reject the idea that one requires any sort of entitlement to a view or dis-
junction of views at the outset of inquiry. One does not become entitled to
perceptual beliefs through the transmission of some original entitlement to
a view. Instead, one’s entitlement to a view stems from its relation to other
views, or perhaps beliefs, in a coherent system.32

However, there are several challenges facing this proposal. First, views
are not beliefs: they contain sets of beliefs, along with the subject’s stock
of concepts and overall conception of the self and world.33 A view contains
all of these elements, so absent some sort of irrationality or fragmentation,
a subject will accept only one view. It makes no sense, then, to speak of a
subject’s holding a set of views that forms a coherent system. Rather, one
must identify a type of coherence that holds between views and the beliefs
within these views. And even if one could identify such a structure, Gupta
would face the non-trivial task of explaining why this structure is capable of
creating entitlement for the very first time, as opposed to merely transmitting
a pre-existing entitlement.

If one could succeed in carrying out this task, one will have thereby upset
many of the assumptions underlying the current debate over the epistemology
of perception. We said in §2 that Figue 2-type accounts, Figure 3-type ac-
counts, and the hypothetical given all seem to support conservativism: each
appeals to background states, which themselves stand in need of support.
But if holist coherentism is correct, it is the relation between experiences,
background states, and perceptual beliefs that generate entitlement to the
entire system at once. So while it would still be true that justification for
perceptual beliefs involves justification for believing further propositions, the
former justification would not hold in virtue of the latter. The reason for this
is that grounding relations are typically held to be asymmetric: if A holds

31See Berker (2015), BonJour and Sosa (2003), and Poston and McCain (forthcoming)
for discussion of holist coherentism.

32Berker (2015) suggests that holist coherentism is the best framework for developing
the central ideas behind Gupta’s epistemology. However, as we noted in n. 10, Berker
takes Gupta to defend a Figure 2-type account. I instead read Gupta as denying that
experiences stand in relations of support. As a result, combining Gupta’s theory with holist
coherentism requires denying that experiences figure as members of a coherent system. The
role of experience will be to explain why some of the support relations obtain between the
states that do figure as members of the system.

33See Gupta (2006, 76, 90–93).
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in virtue of B, then B does not hold in virtue of A.34 It would therefore be
a mistake to characterize the entitlements to states in a coherent system as
holding in virtue of each other. Rather, these entitlements hold in virtue
of the overall coherence of the system. The resulting epistemology will be
neither liberal nor conservative by our above definitions: experience alone
does not supply justification for perceptual beliefs, nor does justification for
these beliefs hold in virtue of justification for background states.

I will close by examining one final strategy for avoiding our dilemma—
one that is consistent with the Transmission Only principle. This strategy
involves combining the hypothetical given with a version of hinge epistemol-
ogy.35 The general idea behind hinge epistemology is that entitlements to
perceptual beliefs depend on less-than-fully epistemic entitlements to “hinge”
propositions—e.g. those concerning the reliability of perception, the falsity
of skeptical hypotheses, and so on. There are many ways of developing this
framework, but one is to reject the Transmission Entails Constraint
principle. That is, one might hold that there exist special types of sup-
port relations that transform a less-than-fully epistemic entitlement to hinge
propositions into a full-epistemic entitlement to perceptual beliefs.

If one could make sense of such entitlement transformation, then one
could avoid the second horn of our dilemma. Gupta could retain the analogy
with argument by cases, treating the disjunction of admissible views as an
analogue of a hinge proposition. Entitlement to this disjunction could then
ground a fully-epistemic entitlement to perceptual beliefs, even if the former
entitlement is less than fully epistemic.

The trouble, of course, is that entitlement transformation remains myste-
rious. How does a support relation bridge the gap between a less-than-fully
epistemic input, and a fully-epistemic output? In this respect, defenders of
hinge epistemology would be better o↵ formulating their theories in terms
of a Figure 3-type account. Here background states do not themselves stand
in relations of support with perceptual beliefs, so the Transmission En-
tails Constraint principle does not result in the entitlement-type of the
background states constraining the entitlement-type of perceptual beliefs.
Thus, the Constraint Model would present no obstacle to a less-than-fully
epistemic entitlement to background states grounding a fully-epistemic en-

34See Rosen (2010) and Scha↵er (2009).
35For discussion of hinge epistemology see, for instance, Coliva (2015), Pritchard (2015),

and Wright (2004, 2014).
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titlement to perceptual beliefs. This move is not available to defenders of
the hypothetical given, since the latter account requires background states
themselves to stand in relations of support.

To sum up: We’ve seen that the hypothetical given constitutes a genuine
alternative to the prevailing accounts of the structure of perceptual justifi-
cation. The theory assigns a unique logical role to experience that in turn
generates a variety of di↵erent epistemological commitments than its com-
petitors. Nevertheless, there remain di�cult questions about whether the
hypothetical given ultimately restricts our options for theorizing about the
epistemology of perception. As it stands, the theory threatens to result in
either rationalism or skepticism.
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Asexuality and Metaphysical Accounts of 
Sexual Orientation 

Abstract: There is, at present, a small literature in social 
metaphysics concerned with giving accounts of sexual orientation. 
However, the literature rarely mentions asexuals, sexually mature 
adults who tend to experience no sexual attraction and rarely, if 
ever, feel the need to engage in sex with others. In what follows, I 
argue that asexuality is a sexual orientation. I then survey the 
existing accounts of sexual orientation and argue that none 
successfully accommodates asexuality as a sexual orientation. 
Finally, I show that modifying dispositional accounts by including 
static dispositions (dispositions to maintain the status quo) allows 
those accounts to accommodate asexuality. 

 
Word Count: 2,978 words (excluding abstract, bibliography, and footnotes) 

Categories: Philosophy of Race, Gender, and Sexuality; (Social) Metaphysics; Value Theory 

Existing accounts of sexual orientation rarely mention asexuals, the sexually mature adults who 

tend to experience no sexual attraction and rarely, if ever, engage in sex with others.1 In what 

follows, I argue that asexuality is a sexual orientation. I then survey the existing accounts of sexual 

orientation and argue that none successfully accommodates asexuality as a sexual orientation. 

Finally, I show how dispositional accounts can be modified to accommodate asexuality. 

 Esa Díaz-León and Robin Dembroff, following Haslanger’s work on race and gender, 

distinguish two approaches to analyses of sexual orientation. The first, the descriptive project, 

aims to articulate the operative concept of sexual orientation, the concept of sexual orientation 

in use. The second, the ameliorative project, aims to articulate the target concept of sexual 

                                                           
1 “About Asexuality,” from the Asexuality Visibility and Education Network. In the next section of the paper, I provide 
further background information on asexuality. 
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orientation, the concept of sexual orientation we ought to use given our social and political 

goals.2  

Following Díaz-León and Dembroff, I will take both projects to provide constraints on an 

adequate of sexual orientation. While I will privilege the ameliorative project, there are good 

reasons to think that our social and political goals require preserving the extension of the 

operative concept. That is, an adequate account of sexual orientation should capture the self-

identifications that people of different sexual orientations find helpful and allow us to talk about 

the existing patterns of discrimination and privilege that arise from the operative concept.3 

§1 Asexuality as a Sexual Orientation 

I also take as a constraint on an adequate account of sexual orientation that it accommodate 

asexuality as a sexual orientation.  

Why should we consider asexuality a sexual orientation? First, asexuality seems to fall 

under the extension of the operative concept of sexual orientation. Asexuality is defined as a 

sexual orientation by those most familiar with it, namely the asexual community and the LGBTQIA 

community more widely. 4  In addition, there seems to be an intuitive basis for admitting 

asexuality as a sexual orientation. Asexual people, like heterosexual, bisexual, or gay people, are 

                                                           
2 For more on Haslanger’s distinction, see Haslanger 2006: 95. For recent applications of the distinction to the 
literature on sexual orientation, see Díaz-León forthcoming: 1 and Dembroff 2016: 3.   
3  The operative concept is also important, as Dembroff has noted, to facilitate communication about sexual 
orientation, and it will ensure that we are giving an account of sexual orientation, rather than changing the subject. 
For further discussion of the compatibility of the ameliorative and operative concepts, see Dembroff 2016: 4 and 
Díaz-León forthcoming: 2. 
4 “About Asexuality”, “10 Things You Need to Know About Asexuality” (from LGBTQ Life at Williams College), and 
“Asexuality, Attraction, and Romantic Attraction” (from the LGBT Center at UNC-Chapel Hill). 
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adults with stable patterns of sexual desire and behavior. Unlike socks or planets, they are 

reasonable things to describe as having sexual orientations. 

A second reason for thinking that asexuality is a sexual orientation is that our target 

concept of sexual orientation includes asexuality. Having their asexuality recognized as a 

legitimate sexual orientation is important to asexual people, in part because they are often 

discriminated against on that very basis. Asexuals face erasure in popular culture and society at 

large; and where they are not ignored, they are often treated as medically or psychologically 

abnormal.5 We might say that asexuals are discriminated against on the basis of their lack of a 

sexual orientation, but we would then fail to capture the similarities between asexual 

discrimination and the discrimination that lesbian, gay, and bisexual people face—similarities 

that have motivated some asexual people to seek visibility within the larger, more politically 

efficacious context of the LGBTQIA movement. It is important to allow that asexual people are 

discriminated against on the basis of their sexual orientation, and thus, it is important to allow 

that asexual people have sexual orientations. 

Further support for the claim that the target concept should include asexuality can be 

found in the ways asexuals explain their experiences to others. Asexuals take themselves to be 

importantly distinct from voluntary celibates and from individuals whose sexual attraction is 

inhibited due to medical conditions.6 To distinguish themselves from these people, asexuals 

appeal to asexuality’s status as a sexual orientation, which connotes permanence and lack of 

                                                           
5 “About Asexuality” and “10 Things You Need to Know.” 
6 “10 Things You Need to Know”. Hormonal imbalances are the most common example, but other medical conditions 
can also cause lack of sexual desire. Some of these medical conditions are psychological, but others are not. 
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choice. 7  Asexuals lose this way of explaining and defending these distinctions to others if 

asexuality is not considered a sexual orientation. More generally, it is important to distinguish 

asexuals from the ordinary objects that we typically take to lack sexual orientations. Classifying 

asexuals with socks and planets, rather than with other sexual orientations, furthers the harmful 

idea that asexuals are sexually abnormal human beings. 

To deny asexuals a sexual orientation is to fail to recognize their social and political goals 

as relevant and, ultimately, to perpetuate their marginalization and oppression. A target concept 

with these results is unacceptable. Since the operative concept of sexual orientation includes 

asexuality and since the target concept ought to, an adequate account of sexual orientation must 

do so as well. With this aim in mind, I now turn to existing accounts of sexual orientation.  

§2 The Sexual Behavior and Desire Views: Failures to Accommodate Asexuality 

Intuitively, our sexual orientations have something to do with our sexual behaviors and desires.  

Despite its intuitive appeal, the following view is frequently criticized in the literature on sexual 

orientation:8 

Sexual Behavior (SB): A person S’s sexual orientation is determined solely by S’s 
sex and gender and by the sex(es) and gender(s) of the persons S engages with 
sexually.9 

                                                           
7 “Asexuality, Attraction, and Romantic Attraction,” from the LGBT Center at UNC-Chapel Hill. 
8 See Stein 1999: 41, Dembroff 2016: 12, and Díaz-León forthcoming: 5 for common reasons to reject this view.  
9 I follow Dembroff and Díaz-León in characterizing these views in terms of sex and gender. The idea is to account 
for people who may be sexually attracted to (or engaging with) people of various sex/gender combinations, including 
transgender people.  Like Díaz-León, I incorporate S’s own sex and gender to capture our familiar ways of categorizing 
sexual orientation (e.g., lesbian, heterosexual).  However, none of the points I make hinge on these particular 
decisions.  See Dembroff 2016: 10-11 and Díaz-León forthcoming: 5, 13 for further discussion of these issues. 
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In short, the problem with this view is that many individuals engage in sexual behaviors that have 

nothing to do with their sexual orientations, while others fail to engage in the sexual behaviors 

that define their sexual orientations. Some individuals are celibate, others have sex for non-

sexual reasons (e.g., prostitution, experimentation), and still others act only on what is socially 

acceptable. But there is also logical space for a view parallel to SB, which focuses on a person’s 

sexual desires rather than sexual behaviors:  

Sexual Desire (SD): A person S’s sexual orientation is determined solely by S’s sex 
and gender and by the sex(es) and gender(s) of the persons S sexually desires.  

This view suffers none of the defects of SB, but it has not yet been discussed in the literature on 

sexual orientation.  

However, SB and SD suffer from a common problem. Neither is able to accommodate 

asexuality as a sexual orientation. Many asexuals do not engage in any sexual behaviors.10 So, 

according to SB, many asexuals will lack sexual orientations. Asexuals generally do not report  

having sexual desires for others.11 So, according to SD, all asexuals will lack sexual orientations.  

We might attempt to interpret SB and SD more loosely. Perhaps they could be modified so 

that lack of sexual behavior or desire are among the factors that determine a person’s sexual 

orientation. This would allow us to count asexuality as a sexual orientation. But it would also have 

many undesireable consequences. First, socks and planets would count as having sexual 

                                                           
10 Some asexuals do choose to enage in sexual behavior, but as in the problem cases for SB, these asexuals do not 
feel that their sexual behavior reveals anything about their sexual orientation. For instance, an asexual might have 
sex to become pregnant, to give pleasure to their romantic partner, or to do what is socially expected (e.g., having 
sex in the context of marriage). Such asexuals will also be misclassified by SB, this time as sexual people. 
11 “About Asexuality,” from the Asexuality Visibility and Education Network. 
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orientations.12 In fact, there would be no room to say that anything lacks a sexual orientation. So 

such a view could allow asexuals a sexual orientation only by trivializing what it means to have 

one. Worse still, the proposed modification of SB and SD would classify ordinary objects as 

asexuals, furthering the notion that asexuals are sexually abnormal. 13  Second, the modified 

version of SB would collapse any distinction between asexuals and celibates, while the modified 

version of SD would collapse the corresponding distinction between asexuals and people with 

certain hormonal imbalances. All of these distinctions are ones that we wanted our target 

concept to preserve. 

So neither SB nor SD makes room for understanding asexuals as people with sexual 

orientations in a nontrivial way. Since one can either have or lack sexual behaviors and desires, 

asexuals will be classified by SB and SD in the same way that celibates, those with medical 

conditions, and nonhuman objects are classified. SB and SD, then, are inadequate accounts of 

sexual orientation. 

§3 Asexuality and Dispositional Accounts of Sexual Orientation 

Although SB and SD are problematic accounts of sexual orientation, there is surely something 

right about them. When we consider our own sexual orientations, we tend to consider our past 

sexual behaviors and desires, which suggests that patterns of sexual behavior and desire are 

relevant to sexual orientation. So, after recognizing the problems with SB, several philosophers 

                                                           
12 Above, I said that it was a constraint on an account of sexual orientation that the account preserve the extension 

of the operative concept. This also means that we will want nonhuman objects (like socks and planets) to lack 

sexual orientations, and we will want asexuals to have sexual orientations.  
13 Like Esa Díaz-León does, I want to leave open the possibility of transitioning to a target concept of sexual 

orientation on which sexual orientations are specifically defined as social categories. Giving a Haslangerian target 

concept would be one way to do so. Since ordinary objects are not the sorts of things that can stand in social 

relations or occupy social positions, this is another reason to say that they do not have sexual orientations. 
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have looked to dispositional versions of the views we’ve been considering. Here are two ways to 

formulate dispositional accounts of sexual orientation, corresponding to SB and SD respectively:  

Dispositions for Sexual Behavior (DSB): A person S’s sexual orientation is 
determined solely by S’s sex and gender and by the sex(es) and gender(s) of 
persons that S is disposed to engage with sexually, under the relevant 
manifestation conditions.   

Dispositions for Sexual Desire (DSD): A person S’s sexual orientation is determined 
solely by S’s sex and gender and by the sex(es) and gender(s) of persons for whom 
S is disposed to have sexual desires, under the relevant manifestation conditions. 

Of the philosophers who hold dispositional accounts, Edward Stein and Robin Dembroff endorse 

DSB, while Esa Díaz-León endorses DSD.14 

It isn’t obvious that the dispositional accounts accommodate asexuality any better than SB or 

SD. Since asexuals tend not to engage with others sexually or feel sexual desire for others, we 

might say that asexuals, like ordinary objects, have none of the relevant dispositions.  Just like SB 

and SD, the dispositional accounts would then fail to accommodate asexuality as a sexual 

orientation: either by excluding them completely or by trivially admitting them. 

Then again, we might resist saying that asexuals have none of the relevant dispositions. After 

all, asexuals have stable patterns of sexual desire and behavior. Those patterns just involve not 

desiring other people and not sexually engaging with them. If we can draw a principled distinction 

between lacking a disposition and having a disposition not to desire or behave in certain ways, 

then we can use dispositional accounts to include asexuality as a sexual orientation while 

                                                           
14 See Stein 1999: 45, Dembroff 2016: 18, and Díaz-León forthcoming: 15 for precise statements of each author’s 
view. Stein, Dembroff, and Díaz-León adopt various stances on whether one’s sexual orientation depends on their 
own sex and gender, as well as on which concept of sex and gender is relevant. For details on how I’ve chosen to 
deal with these issues in my statements of dispositional accounts, see footnote 9. Stein and Dembroff also develop 
different proposals for how to understand the relevant manifestation conditions, as I will discuss in the last section. 
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maintaining that ordinary objects do not have a sexual orientation. Planets and socks would lack 

dispositions to sexually desire or engage with others, while asexuals would have dispositions not 

to sexually desire or engage with others.  

Talk of objects lacking dispositions is common enough. But why think that there are 

dispositions not to exhibit properties? Neil Edward Williams (2005) has argued for static 

dispositions, dispositions that maintain the status quo (e.g., an object’s disposition to retain its 

shape or remain in existence). 15  Williams suggests that we need static dispositions for 

explanatory purposes. That certain objects are rigid, resisting changes in shape, is a fact that cries 

out for explanation, and static dispositions are well suited to provide that explanation.16 Insofar 

as we explain changes in shape with dispositions, it seems natural to explain maintenance of 

shape with dispositions as well.17 

If we allow, as Williams does, that there are static dispositions, then we can allow that 

asexuals have dispositions that explain their patterns of sexual desire and behavior.18 When a 

gay man develops sexual desires for another man, we can explain this change in the status quo 

using his (non-static) disposition to desire men. When an asexual man never develops sexual 

desires, this fact similarly cries out for explanation, and we can explain it using static dispositions. 

The asexual man has the static disposition not to sexually desire others, and this explains why the 

changes that happen to the gay man do not happen to him—why he never feels sexual attraction 

and rarely, if ever, engages in sex.  

                                                           
15 Williams 2005: 311. 
16 Williams 2005: 312. 
17 There is much more to be said about static dispositions and how they work, but for the purposes of this paper, I 
set aside general discussion of static dispositions. See Williams 2005: 317-20 for some general objections and replies. 
18 For now, I will focus on dispositions to desire, but the same things I say below can be said of dispositions to 
engage sexually with others as well. 
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One might worry that, in defending static dispositions, we have lost our reasons to admit that 

objects ever lack dispositions. Now that we have static dispositions on the table, we might have 

to say that planets, like asexuals, have dispositions not to develop sexual desires. We would then 

have to either allow that planets have sexual orientations or deny that asexuals do. As before, 

both options look undesireable.  

However, we do have principled reasons to deny that planets have static dispositions not to 

develop sexual desires. We need to maintain that asexuals, unlike planets, have sexual 

orientations in the first place because asexuals, unlike planets, are sexually mature adult human 

beings—the right kinds of things to have sexual desires. So we need static dispositions to explain 

asexual patterns of desire, but we have no corresponding need to explain patterns of planetary 

desire—there simply is no such thing as a pattern of planetary desire.  In light of this difference, 

we can safely maintain that planets lack the relevant dispositions.  

Another worry about incorporating static dispositions into our account of sexual orientation 

is that the costs outweigh the benefits. Our account of sexual orientation now stands or falls on 

a controversial metaphysical view about dispositions. 

It is not obvious that our operative or target concepts are straightforwardly metaphysically 

committing. And it is far from obvious that we should ever sacrifice our social and political goals 

for the sake of metaphysics. Even so, the objection underestimates the work that static 

dispositions can do for us. We need static dispositions in our account of sexual orientation for 

much more than accommodating asexuality.  

As an example, consider how the sexual orientation of a lesbian ciswoman is determined in 

accordance with DSB. DSB states that a lesbian ciswoman’s sexual orientation will be determined 
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solely by the fact that she is a female woman and the fact that she is disposed to engage sexually 

with other female women. Intuitively, however, this leaves something out of her experience as a 

lesbian. It leaves out the facts that explain why she is a lesbian as opposed to a bisexual woman. 

Crucially, she is also disposed not to engage sexually with men. In some circumstances, it might 

be this fact, rather than the fact that she is disposed to engage sexually with other women, that 

marks her out for discrimination on the basis of her sexual orientation. The same sorts of 

concerns hold for heterosexuals as well. In most circumstances, it is their dispositions not to 

sexually engage with those of the same sex and gender that result in their privilege.  

It is not clear that we can account for these aspects of identity without static dispositions. If 

we try to say that the lesbian ciswoman’s orientation depends on dispositions for sexual behavior 

and desire she lacks, then she will share this crucial part of her identity with some very odd things, 

including planets, socks, and young children. Given that we need static dispositions to make sense 

of nearly every sexual orientation, the balance of reasons seems to favor admitting static 

dispositions into our account of sexual orientation. 

We are now in a position to construct a dispositional account of sexual orientation that 

accommodates asexual people. The following amendments to DSB and DSD make the changes I 

have suggested explicit: 

DSB*: A person S’s sexual orientation is determined solely by S’s sex and gender, 
the sex(es) and gender(s) of persons that S is disposed to engage with sexually, 
and/or the sex(es) and gender(s) of persons that S is disposed not to engage with 
sexually, under the relevant manifestation conditions. 

DSD*: A person S’s sexual orientation is determined solely by S’s sex and gender, 
the sex(es) and gender(s) of persons for whom S is disposed to have sexual desires, 
and the sex(es) and gender(s) of persons for whom S is disposed to lack sexual 
desires, under the relevant manifestation conditions. 
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DSB* and DSD* accommodate asexuality as a sexual orientation by including dispositions not to 

sexually desire persons of any sex or gender. Similarly, the revised dispositional accounts get the 

desired results for the aforementioned lesbian ciswoman by adding her disposition not to engage 

sexually with men to the account of her sexual orientation.   

§4 Asexuality and Problem Cases for DSB* 

So far, I have argued that the experiences of asexual people: (i) present us with reasons for 

preferring dispositional accounts of sexual orientation to their non-dispositional counterparts 

and (ii) present us with reasons for revising the dispositional accounts to include static 

dispositions. I now want to suggest that ordinary patterns of asexual desire and behavior give us 

preliminary reasons to favor DSD* over DSB*. 

A difficult challenge facing those who accept DSB* is to find a way to ascribe different 

behavioral dispositions to two pairs of people: the heterosexual celibate and the asexual who 

never engages in sex, as well as the monogamous heterosexual and the monogamous asexual 

who engages in sex with her heterosexual partner.19 The people in each of these pairs might 

behave in exactly the same ways in a wide variety of circumstances, even though their sexual 

orientations differ. For DSB* to succeed, we need a principled way of saying that these people 

have different behavioral dispositions. And we can’t appeal to their sexual desires to do so, since 

this would just be to accept a desire-based view. 

                                                           
19 Asexuals are capable of romantic attraction, and some have monogamous relationships with non-asexual 
people.  Some of these asexuals (and other asexuals as well) choose to engage in sexual activity for various reasons 
that are not sexual in nature: in order to satisfy their partners, feel close to their partners, or perhaps to conceive 
children. 
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Defenders of DSB usually attempt to limit the manifestation conditions in a way that will yield 

the correct results for troublesome cases. For Stein, the relevant manifestation conditions are 

the ideal conditions, those conditions under which “there are no forces to prevent or discourage 

a person from acting on his or her desires, that is, when there is sexual freedom and a variety of 

appealing sexual partners available.” 20  In the particular cases we are considering, however, 

Stein’s conditions don’t help. The celibate may desire celibacy and the monogamous asexual may 

desire monogamy even under ideal conditions.21  

After rejecting Stein’s view, Dembroff attempts to lay out other relevant manifestation 

conditions for DSB that will make sense of counterexamples.22 But Dembroff’s conditions require 

that the person in question be sexually attracted to others and willing and able to sexually engage 

with them.23 If we accept these as conditions for conferring sexual orientation, then we can no 

longer accommodate asexuality. A typical asexual will not be attracted to others or willing to 

sexually engage with them. Furthermore, it is unclear how to adapt the general guidelines in a 

satisfactory way. These issues with DSB* lead me to believe that we are better off embracing 

DSD*, which can easily handle the difficult cases we’ve been discussing.24  

                                                           
20 Stein 1999: 45. 
21 We could strengthen the ideal conditions so that any desires other than sexual desires count as nonideal forces, 
but this would just be to say that ideal conditions are those that track a person’s sexual desires, which is equivalent 
to accepting a desire-based view. 
22  Dembroff’s concern with Stein’s account is that the ideal conditions seem very far removed from ordinary 
conditions. If Dembroff is right, then we cannot know what our own sexual orientation is on Stein’s account, much 
less anyone else’s. This is a somewhat counterintuitive result. It also likely conflicts with our target aim of making 
sense of discrimination based on sexual orientation.  More details about this objection can be found in Dembroff 
2016: 15. 
23 Dembroff’s complete set of manifestation conditions are as follows: (i) The person in question is attracted to 
persons of a certain sex or gender (at least partially) because they are that sex or gender; (ii) The person in question 
is attracted to certain persons while having a reasonable diversity of potential sexual partners; (iii) The person in 
question is willing and able to sexually engage with other persons.  
24 That is, the heterosexual celibate person’s dispositions for sexual desires differ from those of the asexual, and the 
monogamous heterosexual’s dispositions for sexual desires differ from those of the monogamous asexual. 
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 When we take asexuality seriously as a sexual orientation, the inadequacy of current 

accounts of sexual orientation become clear. Also, the advantages of DSB* and DSD* for people 

of all sexual orientations emerge. Sometimes, it seems, it is our static dispositions—our 

dispositions not to behave in certain ways and not to desire certain things—that place us in social 

categories and mark us out for discrimination or privilege.25  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
25 Thanks to [redacted] for their feedback on various drafts of this paper. 
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ABSTRACT: The problem of the many threatens to show that 
there is more than one person reading this using your eyes, that there 
is never a single cat on any mat, and that, in general, there are far 
more ordinary objects than you might have thought. I present and 
motivate a solution to this problem using many-one identity. 

 

Whether there is a cat on a particular mat seems to depend on whether small things like particles are 

appropriately related to one another, i.e. arranged catwise. Whether some things are arranged catwise 

seems to admit of some leeway, both in the number of things required and also in the particular 

relations that they must bear to one another. Consider some particles that are properly among some 

particles arranged catwise.1 Let the former differ from the latter in the following way: there is one 

fewer particle among the former than among the latter. The former seem to be arranged catwise, just 

like the latter. So it seems that there are at least two cats where we might have thought that there 

was just one. Similar reasoning purports to show that there are far more than merely two cats. This is 

an instance of the problem of the many.2 

Parallel reasoning applies to tables, people, and other ordinary material objects. But there 

aren’t many, many cats, tables, or people where we take there to be just one. Assuming there are 

things like cats and other ordinary material objects,3 we need either (i) to revise our beliefs about 

                                                
1 I’ll take ‘are among’ as a primitive. Some things are properly among some other things iff all of the former things are 
among the latter things, and not all of the latter things are among the former things. 
2 The problem of the many comes from Unger 1980. 
3 Some might deny that there are any such things by accepting mereological nihilism, the view according to which there are 
no composite objects, i.e. no objects that have any proper parts, where something is a proper part of another thing iff it is 
part of it and is not identical to it. See Rosen and Dorr 2002 and Sider 2013, for instance, for defenses of mereological 
nihilism. 
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how many cats are on the mat;4 (ii) to offer some semantic thesis about counting that makes it 

appropriate to count many cats as one;5 or (iii) to show how there is just one cat on the mat. A 

solution of the last type is what I’ll call a conservative solution. Such a solution is conservative by 

holding that, strictly speaking, there is just one ordinary object of kind K where we take there to be 

just one ordinary object of kind K.6 

I present a novel conservative solution to the problem of the many according to which the 

many things arranged catwise are identical to one cat. First, I introduce the problem of the many 

more rigorously than above. Second, I state my solution using the machinery of many-one identity 

developed by Einar Bøhn (2009, 2014). Third, I argue that this solution is superior to other solutions 

in four ways: it captures a widespread intuition, it does not require a revisionary account of counting, 

it is more ideologically conservative than other solutions, and it is a genuinely conservative solution. 

 

§ 1 THE PROBLEM OF THE MANY 

The problem of the many arises from the seeming incompatibility of four claims. For instance: 

ABUNDANCE: There are many things that have what it takes to be a cat. 

PARITY: If any one of them is a cat, then they all are cats. 

BRIDGE: If any one of them is a cat, each is a distinct cat.7 

CONSERVATISM: There is just one cat on the mat. 
                                                
4 I don’t know of anyone who whole-heartedly embraces the result that there are many cats on the mat. The closest I 
know of anyone coming to embrace the many are Lewis (1999) and Sutton (2015), who admit that, strictly speaking, 
there are many cats on the mat. But they deny that we typically count by identity and, because we typically count by 
some relation other than identity, it is typically inappropriate to say that there are many cats on the mat. 
5 See Lewis 1999 for such a response about counting. 
6 The force of ‘strictly speaking’ is to differentiate the sorts of solutions I’m interested in from those offered by Lewis 
(1999) and Sutton (2015), according to which we normally count by some relation other than identity. 
 I think there is reason to favor a conservative solution if one is available because, well, such a result is 
conservative. The problem with embracing the many is that, as Korman (2016: 220) puts it, “it is completely 
implausible.” The problem with semantic theses about counting is that they don’t really solve the problem: ignoring the 
many in normal contexts doesn’t make them go away. 
7 BRIDGE isn’t always made explicit in presentations of the problem. Support for BRIDGE comes from two observations. 
First, each candidate seems to have what’s needed to be a cat. Second, each of these candidates differs from all of the 
others in, for example, their locations and their parts. 
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Assuming that things with different locations and parts are non-identical, then the truth of 

the first three principles entails, on their natural readings, that there are many cats on the mat, 

contradicting CONSERVATISM. 

Conservative solutions must accept CONSERVATISM. Thus, conservative solutions must deny 

one of the remaining principles or interpret them in a way that they are consistent with 

CONSERVATISM. 

 The problem of the many is presented in two different ways in the literature. One involves 

vagueness.8 The other doesn’t.9 I discuss just the latter.10 

 

§ 2 A MANY-ONE IDENTITY SOLUTION 

Some philosophers have considered the idea that many things can be collectively identical to one 

thing.11 Here are some putative examples of such identities. You are identical to your limbs, your 

head, and your torso, taken together.12 And a six-acre field is identical to six, non-overlapping one-

acre portions of land, taken together.13 

 I’ll use the notion of a portion of reality to facilitate discussion and to characterize many-one 

identity.14 Here are some examples of portions of reality talk and its connection to many-one 

                                                
8 See Lowe 1995 for a presentation of the vague version. 
9 See Unger 1980 for the problem as it arises without vagueness. 
10 Whether one takes the form involving vagueness to be a different problem from that of the one not involving 
vagueness will depend on one’s view of vagueness. Given the linguistic theory of vagueness, the two forms of the 
problem are the same. If the linguistic theory of vagueness is not the correct treatment of vagueness, then the present 
solution doesn’t generalize. I mention this to set it aside. 
11 Baxter (1988) advances such a view. Lewis (1991), according to van Inwagen (1994), holds that identity and 
composition are merely analogous. Bøhn (2011) reads Lewis (1991) as holding that many-one identity and one-one 
identity are instances of a more general form of identity.  

Bøhn (2009, 2014) defends the view I’ll accept here. 
12 This example is taken from Bøhn 2009: 7. 
13 This example is taken from Baxter 1988: 579. It reappears in Lewis 1991: 83. 
14 I’m going to follow Bøhn’s (2009, 2014) development of many-one identity. The notion of a portion of reality is his, 
following Frege (1884: 49, quoted in Bøhn 2009: 6). 
 The notion of a portion of reality is implicated in the set-up of the problem of the many. The candidates are 
portions of reality. And the question is how many, if any, of those portions of reality is a cat. So, when I speak of 
candidates for being a cat, I am just speaking of cat-like portions of reality.  
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identity. Your limbs, head, and torso are different portions of reality. Taken together, however, they 

are identical to the portion of reality that you are. The six-acre field is a portion of reality, as are the 

six smaller plots of land. Taken together, the latter six portions of reality are identical to the six-acre 

field portion of reality. 

 Is the many-one relation that figures in the above examples really identity? Here are two 

worries. First, identity is a one-one relation. Second, any relation that deserves the name ‘identity’ 

must obey Leibniz’s Law, and this relation doesn’t seem to; the many are many, but the one is one. 

They don’t have the same properties (Lewis 1991: 87).  

To see our way around this, let’s allow ‘=’ to take plural arguments in both places; this allows 

identity to hold between pluralities, which may be one or more things.15 Many-one identity is a 

generalization of identity, on this view; according to it, those who take identity only to be one-one are 

working with an impoverished view of the relation. 

But is there anything to recommend this way of seeing the dispute, instead of as a merely 

verbal dispute in which the parties are talking past one another about different relations? 

 I suggest that the dispute is a disagreement about the logical features of a single relation, 

rather than a seeming disagreement in which the parties are talking past one another. That is: friends 

and foes of many-one identity are concerned with the same relation. They just disagree about some 

of its logical features.  

Compare this dispute to a dispute about whether constitution is variably polyadic on its 

“left-hand side.” Jones (2012, 2015) holds that it is. But most who write on this topic seem to treat it 

as taking a single argument on its “left-hand side.” This disagreement seems to me to be one in 

which folks are disagreeing about a single relation; they certainly don’t take themselves to be talking 

                                                
15 Thus, identity can hold between one thing and one thing, many things and many things, one thing and many things, or 
many things and one thing. That is, ‘=’ refers to identity, the familiar relation, suitably generalized to allow it to hold 
among pluralities of one or more things. 
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past one another. Similarly, I propose, we should think of the present dispute as one about a single 

relation’s logical features. On this way of seeing the debate, the present view is one on which we 

really do count by identity. 

Additionally, let’s follow Bøhn (2009) in holding that at least some predication is relative to 

how a portion of reality is conceptualized. For instance, when one and the same portion of reality is 

conceptualized as your limbs, torso, and head, it is three in number. When it is conceptualized as 

your body, it is one in number. One and the same portion of reality bears different relations to 

different predications on different conceptualizations. There’s no contradiction.16 

 So what is many-one identity? Some things are many-one identical to something iff they, 

taken together, are the same portion of reality as it. We’ve already seen some examples of what 

portions of reality are supposed to be, and how they are related to various quotidian phenomena. 

 It is now simple to state the many-one identity solution to the problem of the many: the 

many are collectively identical to a single cat.17 They are the same portion of reality as it. Just as my 

limbs, torso, and head are the same portion of reality as me and are thus identical to me, on the 

many-one identity view, the many things arranged catwise are identical to the one cat on the mat. 

The many are the one. My aim is to show how CONSERVATISM can be true without contradiction, on 

this view. 

 The feline portion of reality is that portion that we took to be collectively occupied by things 

arranged catwise. We can conceptualize this portion of reality in different ways, and this helps us see 

how the solution works. 

 Conceptualizing the feline portion of reality as candidates for being cats, i.e. as things that have 

what it takes to be cats, ABUNDANCE is true, on at least one reading: 

                                                
16 See Bøhn 2009: chapter 1 and Bøhn 2011 for a more complete explanation of this and additional examples. 
17 Importantly, they are not distributively identical to a single cat; that is, it is not the case that each candidate is individually 
identical to a single cat. Instead, all of the candidates, taken together, are identical to a single cat. 
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(A) There are many things that (each) have what it takes to be a cat. 

On this conceptualization, the feline portion of reality is “divided up” into many, and each of the 

many has what it takes to be a cat. They purr, lap up milk, etc. But no candidate is identical to a cat 

on this conceptualization. This is because, recall, what is true of a portion or portions of reality is 

relative to a conceptualization of that portion of reality. On this conceptualization of the portion of 

reality as candidates for being cats, there are merely candidates, and no cats. Because there are no cats on 

this conceptualization, CONSERVATISM is false. 

 But, importantly, this is not to say that there are no cats, full stop. If it were, then the many-

one identity solution would offer no conservative solution; true, there would not be many cats, but 

there wouldn’t be any cats, either. 

 Conceptualizing the feline portion of reality under the concept cat, we can maintain 

CONSERVATISM without contradiction. ABUNDANCE admits of two readings: 

(A) There are many things that (each) have what it takes to be a cat. 

(B) There are many things that (collectively) have what it takes to be a cat. 

On this conceptualization, (A) is false, but (B) is true. So, some reading of ABUNDANCE is true. 

 Both BRIDGE and PARITY have false antecedents on this view. None of the many is itself a 

cat: 

PARITY: If any one of them is a cat, then they all are cats. 

BRIDGE: If any one of them is a cat, each is a distinct cat.18 

So, although each principle is true, there is no contradiction. CONSERVATISM is not threatened. 

I’ve claimed that, on this conceptualization, there is exactly one cat. Why? The idea is that 

part of what it is to be a cat requires having a certain nature. Cats and other ordinary objects are not 

                                                
18 BRIDGE isn’t always made explicit in presentations of the problem. Support for BRIDGE comes from two observations. 
First, each candidate seems to have what’s needed to be a cat. Second, each of these candidates differs from all of the 
others in, for example, their locations and their parts. 
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the sorts of things that are so precisely delineated that sub-portion of the portion of reality that they 

are could themselves be distinct cats.19 Cats are too coarse-grained to be any particular sub-portion of 

the feline portion of reality on the mat.20 (This sort of observation, I take it, is how the problem of 

the many gets its grip.) Cathood cannot distinguish between these sub-portions. But there is a cat on 

the mat. Thus, they are all the same cat. 

 So we’ve solved the problem of the many and explained what relations the many bear to the 

one. There is at least one conceptualization, the second, on which CONSERVATISM is true without 

contradiction. And there is just one cat on that conceptualization. The many feline sub-portions are 

identical to the cat. They are the same portion of reality as it. 

 Here’s a natural objection. First, there is some conceptualization on which CONSERVATISM is 

false, so it isn’t true that there’s exactly one cat on the mat; this is no conservative solution.  

 According to the many-one identity solution, there aren’t cardinalities of objects independently 

of conceptualizations, and, more generally, what’s true of a portion of reality—what predications are 

true of it—can depend on how it is conceptualized. Those who discuss many-one identity often 

quote Frege (1884: 59, quoted in Bøhn 2009: 6): 

While looking at … the same external phenomenon, I can say with 
equal truth both ‘It is a copse’ and ‘it is five trees’, or both ‘Here are 
four companies’ and ‘Here are 500 men’. Now what changes here … 
[is] my terminology. 

 
Although, for Frege, number is a property of concepts, on Bøhn’s (2009: 7) view of many-one 

identity, number is a relation between a portion of reality and a conceptualization of it. The 

objection is that it just isn’t true that there’s exactly one cat on the mat. But the objection misfires. 
                                                
19 Some objects can clearly have smaller things of the same kind as parts. For instance, a statue of a cat made up of 
smaller statues of cats would have things of the same kind as parts. Ordinary cats, however, are not like this. True, the 
problem of the many purports to show that they are or, at least, can be. But the question we’re concerned with here is 
how to avoid that conclusion. True, this is plainly question-begging against the proponent of the problem of the many. 
But such question-begging situations are familiar, and not always objectionable. For instance, those who respond to 
radical skeptics about perception might say “here is a hand.” And although this begs the question against the radical 
skeptic, responding to skeptical challenges requires this sort of question-begging. 
20 This is similar to some things that Jones (2015) says. 
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On the view under consideration, there’s no sense in which there is exactly any number of things, 

independently of a conceptualization. What’s true, and what the objection misses, is that there is some 

conceptualization on which there is exactly one cat: in conceptualizing the portion under cat, it is 

true of that portion of reality that there is exactly one cat. Just as conceptualizing the soldier portion 

of reality as companies makes it the case that, on that conceptualization, there are zero men, 

conceptualizing the feline portion of reality as candidates for being cats makes it the case, on that 

conceptualization, there are no cats. But conceptualizing the soldier portion of reality as men makes 

it true that there are 500 men. And conceptualizing the feline portion as a cat makes it true that there 

is a single cat. Consider Bøhn’s (2009: 7) “twist” on Frege’s quotation: 

While looking at one and the same portion of reality, I can say with 
equal truth both ‘It is a table’ and ‘It is four legs and a tabletop,’ or ‘It 
is my body’ and ‘It is my arms, legs, head, and torso.” Now what 
changes here from one judgement [i.e. conceptualization] to the other 
is neither any individual object, nor the whole, but rather my 
terminology. But that is itself only a sign that one concept has been 
substituted for another. 
 

The external world doesn’t change on any conceptualization; all that changes is what predications 

come out as true about it. Conceptualizing portions of reality differently makes it true to say that 

there are men or companies or candidates or cats, and some number of each. So, although it isn’t 

true on every conceptualization that there is exactly one cat, it is true on at least one, and there is no 

conceptualization on which there are many cats. This, I claim, is all that’s needed for the 

conservative solution. 

 

§ 3 MOTIVATING AND DEFENDING THE SOLUTION 

The many-one identity solution can deliver a conservative result. Can anything else be said in its 

favor? 
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First, this solution finds support in the widespread intuition that the many, in some sense, 

are all the same cat. Extant solutions attempt to accommodate this in various ways. Peter Geach 

(1980: 216) holds that “none of [the] lumps of feline tissue is the same lump … as another, [but] 

each is the same cat as any other.” And David Lewis (1999: 177ff.) holds that the candidates are 

many, but “almost one” cat. That is, they are not strictly speaking the same cat, but, speaking loosely, 

they are. Thomas Sattig (2010) holds that the many are represented as one. Nicholas K. Jones (2013, 

2015) holds that the many are all the same cat in the sense that they all make up or constitute the 

same cat. The candidates, I suggest, are all the same cat in the most straightforward way possible: 

they’re identical to the same cat. The many are the one. 

 Second, the solution doesn’t require a revisionary account of what relation we count by. For 

instance, Lewis (1999) and Sutton (2015) hold that we count by relations other than identity. The 

problem with such views is that there seems to be little reason to hold that we count in these ways 

beyond their ability to solve the problem of the many. According to the many-one identity solution, 

we do count by identity; it’s just that identity is not (just) the one-one relation that many have taken it 

to be. 

 A third advantage of the many-one identity solution is that it incurs fewer ideological 

commitments than some rival solutions. For instance, Jónsson (2001) and Jones (2013, 2015) hold 

that BRIDGE is false. To do this, they make use of constitution, a relation other than identity between 

a thing and what it is made of. 

Compare these with the solution offered here. Many-one identity is, I’ve suggested, identity, 

the relation we all know and love. Because everyone is committed to this relation, it is no additional 
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ideological commitment.21 A relation of constitution is an additional ideological commitment, and 

cost, that the many-one identity solution does not incur.22 

 Fourth, and relatedly, the solution offered here is actually conservative because it counts by 

identity. For instance, compare the present solution to Lewis’s (1999) view, according to which, 

strictly speaking, there are many cats.23 On Lewis’s view, there are—counting by identity—many 

cats. And Sutton (2015), too, holds that there are, strictly speaking, many cats. However, according 

to Lewis (1999) and Sutton (2015), we do not, in ordinary contexts, count by identity. So, even 

though it is appropriate to say that there is exactly one cat on the mat, it isn’t, strictly speaking true that 

there is exactly one cat on the mat. But, according to the many-one identity view, there is, strictly 

speaking, exactly one cat on the cat on some conceptualization. So the many-one identity view is 

actually conservative, unlike Lewis’s and Sutton’s views.  

The many-one identity solution to the problem of the many has four good-making features. 

Each makes for an advantage over other solutions.24 

  

                                                
21 True, it is a generalization of identity. But see above. 
22 One might attempt to analyze constitution in other terms, so that it is no addition to fundamental ideology. Doing this 
using ideology accepted by the many-one identity theorist would mean that the many-one identity theorist will lose this 
advantage. 
 However, the many-one identity theorist can define all of the mereological notions in terms of many-one 
identity. On this point, see Bøhn 2009: chapter 2 and Bøhn 2014. If the constitution theorist has a mereological 
primitive, then the identity theorist again bests the constitution theorist with respect to ideological economy, even if the 
constitution theorist analyzes constitution, at least if the constitution theorist follows the crowd and analyses 
constitution in partially mereological terms. See Koslicki 2008: 185 for a representative example. 
 Saenz (2015) analyzes it using grounding. The many-one identity solution doesn’t require such a notion. So it 
bests Saenz’s analysis with respect to ideological parsimony. Perhaps, however, we need grounding elsewhere in our 
metaphysics. Perhaps. But the defender of the many-one identity solution need not take a stance on this. 
 I mention these points merely to illustrate the logical space for further defense of the ideological simplicity of 
the many-one identity solution to the problem of the many. 
23 I am here ignoring Lewis’s (1999) second solution to the problem, according to which it is supertrue that there is 
exactly one cat on the mat. See López de Sa (2014) for criticism of this solution. 
24 [redacted] 
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1 Introduction

David Kaplan’s (1989a, 1979) original investigations into the logic of index-
icals offer valuable insights into the relationships between logic, meaning,
and modality. Kaplan also tried to incorporate true demonstratives into
his logic, via his artificial ‘dthat’. Nathan Salmon (2002) and David Braun
(1996), however, have argued that the syntax and semantics for ‘dthat’ fails
as a theory of the demonstrative pronoun ‘that’ in English. Kaplan’s other
alternative is to consider adding infinitely many ‘that’s into a language, dis-
tinguishing each with a subscript: ‘that1’, ‘that2’, etc.. This too fails as an
account of the English demonstrative ‘that’, which is only one word. An
adequate semantics for ‘that’ in Kaplan’s framework must allow distinct oc-
currences of the same word ‘that’ to differ in content relative to the same
context. I sketch such a semantics below.

One result of Kaplan’s failure to incorporate true demonstratives satis-
factorily into logic and semantics is that some of the deepest insights into
logic his theory reveals have gone unrecognized. In this paper, I focus on
true demonstratives in first-order logic in order to argue that the fundamen-
tal logical properties of logical truth and logical consequence obtain or fail to
obtain only relative to contexts. I first articulated and argued for this thesis
in omitted for blind review, where the focus was on a variation of Kaplan’s
own modal logic of indexicals. For some of the technical results in this paper,
the focus on first-order logic allows us to simplify proofs.

But the goal of this paper is not merely to present new results. That
the results obtain for the first-order logic of demonstratives shows that the
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significance of demonstratives for logic exceeds their behavior as rigid des-
ignators in counterfactual reasoning or modal logic.1 Thus the results in
this paper strengthen the conclusion that adding true demonstratives to a
language changes the logic at a very basic level.

In addition, the results in this paper help address one objection to the
view that logical truth and consequence obtain only relative to contexts.
According to this objection, the view misidentifies the bearers of logical truth
and consequence. This objection, as I see it, is at least in part based on
proof theoretic considerations, but as we shall see in section 4 the proof
theory for demonstratives does not require a radical departure from the view
that the bearers of logical truth and consequence are sentences. Thus the
technical results in section 4 play several supporting roles in the philosophical
arguments that follow.

2 Contexts and Logic

Contexts were first introduced into the formal study of language by David
Kaplan, who distinguished between different roles played by elements of in-
dexes in semantic and logical theories like those of Montague and Lewis (see
also Stalnaker). Kaplan’s distinction provided a robust philosophical foun-
dation for earlier work on two-dimensional logic, and it is safe to say that
Kaplan’s work revolutionized our understanding of the semantics of English.

In Kaplan’s theory, an indexical like ‘I’ or ‘now’ is assigned what he
calls a character, which he identifies as the meaning of the indexical. This
character determines for each context what Kaplan calls the content of the
indexical relative to, or in, the context. (In Kaplan’s formal system, this
content is an intension, but in his informal discussion of his view the content
of an expression in a context is the contribution the expression makes to the
structured proposition expressed in that context by any sentence in which it
occurs.) This content, together with a circumstance of evaluation (a possible
world, and perhaps a time), determines the extension of the indexical at the
context and circumstance. Thus the same indexical may differ not only in

1The logical issues in this paper are also independent of the status of demonstratives
as quantifiers (Hawthorne and Manley 2012; King 2001), individual concepts (Elbourne
2008), or devices of direct reference (Braun 2008a; Georgi 2012; Kaplan 1989a). Any
such semantics must allow distinct occurrences of a true demonstrative to differ in content
relative to the same context.
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extension relative to different contexts and circumstances, but also in content
relative to different contexts, while having the same meaning (character)
throughout. In this way, Kaplan gives an intuitively persuasive semantic
account of the difference in what is said between an utterance of (1) by me,
and by Barack Obama:

(1) I am hungry.

Relative to a context in which I am the agent, I am also, on Kaplan’s seman-
tics, the content of ‘I’; relative to a context in which Obama is the agent,
he is the content of ‘I’. Yet the meaning of (1) is the same in both of our
utterances.

Given this notion of the content of an expression relative to a context,
Kaplan is able to give a systematic account not only of truth relative to
a context for sentences containing indexical expressions, but also of logical
truth for sentences containing indexicals. Assuming (as Kaplan does) that
a context uniquely determines a circumstance of evaluation, a sentence � is
true in a context if and only if the extension of � relative to the context and
the circumstance of evaluation of the context is the value True (the content
of � relative to c is true at the circumstance of c). Finally, a sentence � of
a language L is logically true if and only if � is true in all contexts (in all
models of L), and � is a logical consequence of  1, . . . , n if and only if �
is true in every context (of every model of L) in which all of  1, . . . , n are
true. This allows Kaplan to offer a persuasive account of the intuitive logical
relations between (2), (3), and (4):

(2) Beauty is sleeping now.

(3) It is not the case that Beauty is not sleeping now.

(4) Beauty is not sleeping now.

(3) is a logical consequence of (2), because (3) is true in every context of every
model in which (2) is true. Similarly, (2) and (4) are logically inconsistent,
because there is no context in any model in which they are both true.

Logical truth is thus on Kaplan’s view a property that a sentence like (5)
in a language has or fails to have absolutely:

(5) If I hike, then I hike.

3



(5) is logically true because it comes out true in every context of every model
of a relevant fragment of English. But this brief explanation hides an impor-
tant philosophical point: the logical truth of (5) is guaranteed because the
content of ‘I’ is fixed relative to a context, so in every context the truth of
(5) reduces to a matter of propositional logic. Reflecting their origins in two-
dimensional logic, contexts become merely one more parameter over which
we generalize to obtain logical truth.

It is precisely this last feature of Kaplan’s logic that I reject. On Kaplan’s
view, given a language that allows multiple occurrences of demonstratives to
differ in content relative to a context, (6) is not a logical truth:

(6) If that person hikes, then that person hikes.

There are some contexts relative to which the two occurrences of ‘that person’
in (6) differ in content, and such that the extension of the first occurrence of
‘that person’ in the world of the context is among the hikers (in the extension
of ‘hikes’) in that world, while the extension of the second occurrence of ‘that
person’ is not. Relative to such contexts, (6) is false. On Kaplan’s conception
of logic, the existence of even one such context is sufficient to undermine the
logical status of (6).2

But there are also uses of (6) in which a speaker is guaranteed to say
something true, such that this guarantee is as strong as if the speaker had
uttered (7):

(7) If Ranger Shelton hikes, then Ranger Shelton hikes.

In other words, there are cases in which a speaker uses (6) in such a way
that it seems logically true as used. Suppose, for example, that I utter (6) to
A, pointing the whole time at B, who is standing right next to A. Kaplan’s
treatment of logical truth as absolute, according to which (6) is not logically

2Yagisawa (1993) argues that this kind of example arises even for the purest of indexicals
like ‘I’, and for multiple occurrences of quantifiers. His response to such examples seems to
me far more radical than mine: Yagisawa accepts the consequence that any such sentence
undermined by context-shifts is not logically true, and hence that a “pure” logic should
be expunged of all sentences and inferences so undermined. The resulting purification of
logic strikes me both as an impoverishment of logic without any clear philosophical gain
and as a misunderstanding of the significance of demonstratives. I discuss Yagisawa’s view
further in omitted for blind review.
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true, leaves us with no resources to explain the apparent logical truth of such
uses.3

Rejecting Kaplan’s conception of logical truth and consequence does not
require abandoning the use of contexts in logic. Following Kaplan, I assume
that sentences containing demonstratives are true only relative to contexts.
In the semantics that follows, each context includes a sequence of parame-
ters reflecting features of the use of demonstratives in conversation. This is
precisely the role of contexts in Kaplan’s semantic theory, though demon-
stratives require a broader understanding of those parameters than Kaplan
develops (I return to this point in section 3.3). Furthermore, I think that
Kaplan is correct in that logical truth requires generalizing over contexts.
Where Kaplan’s theory goes wrong is in limiting the role of contexts. To
repeat: I reject the view of contexts in logic as merely one more parameter
over which we generalize to obtain logical truth.

3 Logical Truth Relative to a Context

In place of Kaplan’s proposal, I suggest that a sentence like (6) is logically
true relative to some contexts but not to others. To be logically true relative
to a context c requires that a sentence or formula be true in every context
c

0 (in every model M) such that the same occurrences of demonstratives are
linked in c

0 as are linked in c. In this section, I introduce a formal language
containing demonstratives, provide a logic that develops this suggestion, and
show how the logic applies to examples like (6).

3.1 fold

I characterize the first-order logic of demonstratives, or fold, semantically,
delaying discussion of proof theory to section 4. We suppose infinitely many
variables v1, v2, . . . , infinitely many constants ↵1, ↵2, . . . , and for each n,
sufficiently many n-place predicates P

n
1 , P n

2 , . . . . We use the traditional ‘=’
for the two-place identity predicate, which we interpret as a logical constant.

3Kaplan considers the skeptical possibility in which the speaker is ignorant of a
“switcheroo” in which a powerful deceiver changes the scene mid-utterance. Such skeptical
worries, if taken seriously, would undermine any study of logic (how do we know that the
meanings of our words aren’t changed mid-argument by some evil demon?). Thus I set
such skeptical worries aside here.
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In addition, we add the demonstrative ‘�’. Variables, constants, and ‘�’ are
terms. We assume negation ‘¬’, the material conditional ‘�’, and existential
quantification ‘9’ as primitive.4 Formulas are formed in the usual way.

A model for fold is a triple hC,D, Ii, where D is a domain, I is an
interpretation of the constants and predicates (that assigns the identity rela-
tion over D to ‘=’), and C is a set of contexts, where each context is a pair
hd,Rci such that (i) d is a sequence of members of D, (ii) Rc is an equivalence
relation over the positive integers, and (iii) for any i, j, if Rcij, then di = dj.
After Kit Fine (2003, 2007), I call Rc the coordination scheme for c. For
any context c, the coordinated variants of c are those contexts c

0 such that
Rc = Rc0 .5

Our semantics for ‘�’ has to allow distinct occurrences to differ in con-
tent relative to the same context. This requires that we have some means of
tracking occurrences of ‘�’. The simplest way to accomplish this is to add an
occurrence-tracking parameter to the definition of truth in a model. Because
our language is first-order, the result is that formulas of fold are true or
false in a model relative to a context c, assignment f of values to variables,
and occurrence-tracking parameter i, and terms of fold denote objects in a
model relative to a context c, assignment f , and occurrence-tracking param-
eter i. For each expression of fold we have to state not only the conditions
under which it is true, or what it denotes, but also the effect that it has on
the occurrence-tracking parameter. Formally, we introduce a function s from
integers and expressions to integers. Thus each clause in our definitions of
truth and denotation relative to a model requires two parts:

Denotation in a model Let ‘| t |Mcfi’ abbreviate ‘the denotation of t in the

4Even at this early stage a significant difference arises between fold and standard
languages of predicate logic. In fold, we have to be careful in our choice of primitive
notation. In particular, we cannot get by with only one primitive connective (either ‘|’ or
‘#’). Assuming the standard practice of introducing other connectives by means of nota-
tional abbreviations, the result would affect the number of occurrences of a demonstrative
in a formula. The demonstrative ‘�’ occurs twice in ‘(P � # P �)’, but only once in ‘¬P �’.
Given the semantics below, this can affect the interpretation of the formula relative to a
context. To be an acceptable notational abbreviation, the definiendum in the definition
of a logical connective must contain precisely as many occurrences of ‘�’ as the definiens,
and these occurrences must bear similar structural relations to one another in both the
definiendum and definiens.

5Paul Hovda first suggested that I incorporate coordination schemes directly into con-
texts at the Northwest Philosophy Conference in October 2012, though I suspect James
Higginbotham had been trying to get me to see it years before.
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model M , relative to the context c, assignment f , and occurrence-tracking
parameter i’:

D1 (a) For any variable v, | v |Mcfi= f(v)

(b) For any variable v, s(v, i) = i

D2 (a) For any constant ↵, | ↵ |Mcfi= I(↵)

(b) For any constant ↵, s(↵, i) = i

D3 (a) | � |Mcfi= di

(b) s(�, i) = i+ 1

Truth in a model Let ‘|=M
cfi �’ abbreviate ‘� is true in the model M relative

to the context c, assignment f , and occurrence-tracking parameter i:

T1 (a) |=M
cfi

p
P

n
t1 . . . tn

q iffD
| t1 |Mcfi, | t2 |Mcfs(t1,i), . . . , | tn |Mcfs(t

n�1,...s(t2,s(t1,i))...)

E
2 I(P n)

(b) s(pP n
t1 . . . tn

q
, i) = s(tn�1, . . . s(t2, s(t1, i)) . . .)

T2 (a) |=M
cfi

p(� �  )q iff if |=M
cfi � then |=M

cfs(�,i)  

(b) s(p(� �  )q, i) = s( , s(�, i))

T3 (a) |=M
cfi

p¬�q iff 6|=M
cfi �

(b) s(p¬�q, i) = s(�, i)

T4 (a) |=M
cfi

p9v�q iff there is some o 2 D such that |=M
cfo

v

i �

(b) s(p9v�q, i) = s(�, i)

Now let E be any equivalence relation over contexts. A formula � is E-
logically true relative to a context c if and only if � is true in every model
M relative to every context of M that bears E to c, any assignment f , and
the occurrence-tracking parameter 1. If E is any universal relation, such as
being either distinct from or identical to, then a formula � is E-valid relative
to any context c if and only if it is valid in Kaplan’s logic of demonstratives
LD. Other equivalence relations yield different logics.

Our use of demonstratives like ‘this’ and ‘that person’ in reasoning gener-
ates a natural equivalence relation between contexts. In reasoning, we intend
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certain uses of demonstratives to be linked in some way that guarantees coref-
erence. (The imagined use of (6) above offers an example.) The coordination
schemes of contexts as defined above offer a formal model of this phenomenon
we encounter in reasoning. Above, I introduced the coordinated variants of
a context: any two contexts are coordinated variants of each other if and
only if they share the same coordination scheme. Being coordinated variants
of one another is an equivalence relation over contexts. We may therefore
define logical truth relative to a context as follows:

Logical truth relative to a context A formula � is logically true relative
to a context c (and an assignment f)—|=c �—if and only if � is true in every
model M relative to every coordinated variant of c in M , the occurrence
tracking parameter 1, and assignment f . Formally,

|=c � iff 8M8c08f(Rc0 = Rc ! |=M
c0f1 �)

It is easy to verify that |=c (6) if and only if the two occurrences of ‘that
person’ in it are coordinated relative to c.

3.2 The Basic Argument

Initial support for this conception of logical truth comes from the observa-
tion that it is a conservative extension of Kaplan’s original proposal. Once
we fix the coordination relations between occurrences of demonstratives in
(6), its logical status reduces to a matter of propositional logic. In section 2,
I identified the point at which I object to Kaplan’s logic. Thus the proposal
in this section clarifies my earlier insistence that my disagreement with Ka-
plan was not over the claim that logical properties require generalizing over
contexts. Rather, my disagreement was over the claim that this is the only

role of contexts in logic. We may now articulate an alternative: contexts also
determine the coordination relations held fixed when we generalize.

But the basic argument for fold is that the result above about (6) is
precisely what we were looking for. To generalize the argument, we begin
with the observation that there are clear cases of the use of demonstratives
in good reasoning. Examples include (6) in section 2 and the following, due
to John Perry (1977) (as modified by David Braun (1996)): suppose that
the bow and stern of the aircraft carrier Enterprise are visible to us, but the
middle is hidden behind a tall building. Consider two uses of (8):

(8) that is identical to that

8



On one use of (8), I point twice to the bow of the Enterprise. On the other,
I point first to the bow, and then to the stern. Though both uses of (8) are
true, they have different epistemic properties. In the first case, my audience
can see that my use of (8) is true merely in virtue of their competence with
‘that’ and their recognition of my referential intentions. In the second case,
my audience requires further information: that I am pointing at the same
ship with my two pointing gestures. This epistemic difference arises, in part,
from a difference in their logical properties, just as the difference between
‘Hesperus is identical to Hesperus’ and ‘Hesperus is identical to Phosphorus’
is, in part, a logical difference.6 A logic of demonstratives should explain the
different logical properties of these two uses of (8).

fold offers a natural account of the logical behavior of sentences like
(6) and (8). (6) is a logical truth relative to some contexts but not others,
depending on whether the occurrences of ‘that person’ in (6) are coordinated
in the context. But it is precisely those uses of (6) in which the speaker
intends the corresponding uses of ‘that person’ to refer to the same thing
in the same way in which the speaker’s use of (6) has the force of a logical
truth. Similar remarks hold for (8).7 Thus the proposed account of logical
truth in section 3.1 correctly predicts when a use of a sentence like (6) has
the force of a logical truth.

Logical consequence is more subtle, because it introduces sequences of
formulas. Focusing for the moment on single-formula consequence, we must
choose between the following analyses:
(↵) � |=c  iff 8M8c08f(Rc0 = Rc ! (|=M

c0f1 �! |=M
c0f1  ))

(�) � |=c  iff 8M8c08f(Rc0 = Rc ! (|=M
c0f1 �! |=M

c0fs(�,1)  ))

These differ over whether, in our evaluation of  , we take into account the
occurrences of ‘that’ in �. According to (↵), we do not—the occurrence

6I am not claiming that Frege’s puzzle or the phenomenon of cognitive significance is
merely a matter of logic. The logical difference between the two uses of (8) is evidence

for a difference in cognitive significance between the two uses. But to identify a logical
difference between them is not to give an account of the cognitive significance of either.

7There are different ways to approach this feature of utterances theoretically. One
approach is to take some kind of common-reference intention to be a primitive feature
of certain linguistic actions. A different approach is to identify an intention with some
descriptive content that fixes the reference of a use of a demonstrative, and to specify
that two uses are coordinated if and only if the descriptive content of the reference fixing
intentions are the same. For the purposes of logic, what matters is that coordination
occurs somehow.
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tracking parameter resets to 1 in our evaluation of  . According to (�),
we do—in (�), we evaluate  relative to the occurrence tracking parameter
s(�, 1). Evidence in favor of (�) comes from our judgments about good
reasoning with demonstratives. Suppose, for example, that we are standing
in Lone Pine, California, facing the eastern escarpment of the Sierra Nevada.
Pointing at Mt. Whitney, I utter (9):

(9) Nothing is taller than that.

Then pointing first at Lone Pine Peak, and then at Mt. Whitney again, I
utter (10):

(10) So, that is not taller than that.

I have argued well. You can follow my reasoning and recognize its validity.
What you must follow in the example is my use of gestures, and perhaps
intonation and focus, that indicate coordination relations between my uses
of ‘that’. In my use of this argument, the occurrence of ‘that’ in (9) is
coordinated with the second occurrence of ‘that’ in (10).

This suggests that in evaluating arguments for logical consequence, we
must take into account the occurrences of ‘that’ in the premises in our eval-
uation of the conclusion. For the argument that follows, when I use ‘(9)’
and ‘(10)’ I mean suitable translations of them into fold, where ‘that’ is
translated as ‘�’. Let c be the context

hhMt. Whitney, Lone Pine Peak, Mt. Whitneyi , Ri

such that 1 bears R to 3. According to (↵), the argument p(9) therefore (10)q is
not valid relative to c. It is true that nothing around Lone Pine, CA is taller
than Mt. Whitney. It is false that Mt. Whitney is not taller than Lone Pine
Peak. In reseting the occurrence-tracking parameter to 1 in our evaluation of
(10), we misinterpret the conclusion. In contrast, definition (�) predicts that
the argument p(9) therefore (10)q is valid relative to c, because the correct
occurrences of ‘that’ are coordinated, and the correct values are assigned
to the occurrences of ‘that’ in (10). Insofar as logic should yield correct
predictions about good and bad reasoning, we should prefer definition (�) of
logical consequence for fold.
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3.3 Contexts Again

It is worth noting that the proposal to incorporate coordination schemes
into contexts is a natural one, given current philosophical views about the
relationship between the contexts of Kaplan’s logic and uses of indexicals
and demonstratives in reasoning and communication. Recent work on the
philosophical foundations of Kaplan’s theory has focused on principles that
bridge the philosophical gap between uses of languages and the contexts
of Kaplan’s theory.8 Uses of language are actions that occur at particular
times and places. The contexts of Kaplan’s theory are abstract objects that
represent relevant features of such uses. But this means that a complete
theory of contexts requires identifying all the relevant features of uses of
indexicals and demonstratives.

The basic argument in section 3.2 turns on an important fact about con-
texts: some features of contexts reflect ways in which discourse and reasoning
are structured over time.9 One way in which this temporal structure unfolds
is in the objects introduced by demonstratives into, and referred to by demon-
stratives during, a conversation. In semantics, it has long been recognized
that demonstratives differ from indexicals in that distinct occurrences of the
same demonstrative may be assigned distinct values. Recognition that this
reflects a temporal dimension of context is more recent. As omitted for blind

review have emphasized to me in conversation, a semantics for multiple oc-
currences of demonstratives has to be dynamic. (This is the same thing
as allowing context-shifts, or ‘mid-argument context change’ (Zardini 2014).
David Braun (1996) was the first to move in this direction in the formal
semantics of demonstratives.)

To repeat: the contexts of Kaplan’s logic are not uses of language. We
may nonetheless take the contexts of Kaplan’s theory to model certain fea-
tures of the use of language in reasoning and conversation. Modeling our
reasoning with demonstratives requires more of contexts than simply a se-
quence of objects to serve as the values of distinct occurrences. Contexts
must also determine when two occurrences of a demonstrative are coordi-
nated. This is something that we can recognize and evaluate in reasoning,
as illustrated by the examples in section 3.2. We can represent this feature

8Examples include Corazza et al. (2002), Gauker (2010), Predelli (2005), and Romdenh-
Romluc (2006).

9See Zardini (2014) for a logical treatment of one aspect of this temporal structure.
The dynamic structure of discourse may be semantically significant in more than one way.
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of conversation in the abstract contexts of our logic. Kaplan’s theory, on it’s
recent dynamic interpretation, offers us the resources to do so.10

4 Demonstratives and Proof Theory

fold takes the bearers of logical properties to be neither propositions nor
formulas-relative-to-contexts. In fold, the bearers of logical properties are
formulas themselves. Logic should be the study of formulas or sentences.
The most basic results in logic, such as soundness and completeness, are re-
sults about the relationship between syntactic and semantic properties. But
it is formulas and sentences that have the relevant syntactic properties and
semantic properties. A theorem of a formal system is a terminal formula in a
sequence of formulas that constitutes a proof. This is a fundamentally syn-
tactic notion, that can be coded in arithmetic and studied using all the tools
of mathematical logic. Taking the bearers of logical properties instead to be
formulas relative to contexts loses this connection between logic and proof
theory. Inference rules govern formulas, not formulas relative to contexts.

To clarify this point, we can distinguish between two ways of incorporat-
ing contexts in sequent rules. Following Gentzen (1964, p. 290), we under-
stand a sequent as equivalent to a material conditional. As a simple example,
consider the rule for thinning the premises of a sequent:

�1, . . . ,�n )  

�1, . . . ,�n,�n+1 )  

One way to incorporate contexts into such a sequent rule is to relativize the
sequents themselves to contexts:

�1, . . . ,�n )c  

�1, . . . ,�n,�n+1 )c0  

Given our understanding of sequents, the semantics for this proposal is
straightforward. A sequent relative to a context c is equivalent to the corre-
sponding conditional relative to c. Call the resulting system of sequent rules
DL1. In DL1, the sequents themselves are relativized to contexts.

10I am now inclined to recognize cases of failed coordination—contexts c such that Rcij
and di 6= dj , and to take the requirement on contexts ruling out such cases as more akin
to a restriction to proper contexts.
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The shift from c to c

0 reflects the obvious fact that if �n+1 contains oc-
currences of a demonstrative, then adding it to the sequent will affect the co-
ordination relations between occurrences. Contexts, as we understand them
for logic, track occurrences. So to fully flesh out such a rule, we must specify
how c

0 is related to c. It is easy to see in outline how to proceed: Let k be
the number of occurrences of ‘that’ in the sequence of premises of the input
sequent to an application of thinning, let l be the number of occurrences of
‘that’ in �n+1—the premise being added. For any c, let d�k be the sequence
whose ith member is the k + ith member of d. We define c

0 as follows: d

0

is the sequence whose initial k + l elements are the initial k + l elements of
d, and whose remaining elements are the elements of d � k. Then for any
positive integers i and j such that Rcij, if j > k, then Rc0i(j+ l) and if j  k,
then Rc0ij. The effect of this definition is to ignore the occurrences of ‘�’ in
�n+1 in the output sequent.

Another way to incorporate contexts into such a sequent rule is to rela-
tivize each formula in the sequent to a context (I write ‘(�, c)’ for ‘� relative
to c’):

(�1, c1), . . . , (�n, cn) ) ( , c)

(�1, c1), . . . , (�n, cn), (�n+1, cn+1) ) ( , c)

Call the resulting system of sequent rules DL2. Unlike DL1, the sequents
of DL2 cannot be interpreted using the material conditional of the object
language. We must instead use the material conditional in the metalanguage:
if �1 is true relative to c1, and . . . , and �n is true relative to cn, then psi is
true relative to c.

Nonetheless, Radulescu (2015) offers a natural logical interpretation for
the sequents of DL2. A sequent (�1, c1), . . . , (�n, cn) ) ( , c) or argument

(11) p
�1 relative to c1, . . . , �n relative to cn; therefore  relative to cn+1

q

determines a sequence of contexts

(12) hc1, . . . , cn+1i .

Radulescu defines an equivalence relation of similarity on sequences of con-
texts, and then proposes that (11) is valid if and only for every sequence of
contexts

⌦
c

0
1, . . . , c

0
n+1

↵
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similar to (12), if �1 is true relative to c

0
1, . . . , and �n is true relative to c

0
n,

then  is true relative to c

0
n+1. It seems like it should be possible to prove

that validity is preserved by the rules of DL2, but I have not done so yet.
DL2 explicitly takes the bearers of logical properties and relations to be

sentence-context pairs. The system DL1, on the other hand, illustrates how
to incorporate contexts into proof theory consistently with taking the bearers
of logical properties and relations to be sentences simpliciter. To illustrate
the proposal that sequents be relativized to contexts in the sequent calculus,
I state some basic results for DL1:

Theorem 1 (Soundness and Completeness for DL1). A sequent � )c � is

provable in DL1 if and only if � is a consequence of � relative to c.

11

I here only sketch the proofs. For soundness, we have to specify a feature of
the basic sequent rule � )c �. For any application of the rule, the formula
� must contain some finite number n of occurrences of ‘�’. The restriction
is then as follows: the complete rule is that � )c � if and only if for any
1  i  n, Rc(i, i + n)). It is trivial in this case that if � )c � is provable
then � |=c �. We then prove that each of the sequent rules preserves this
property.

For completeness, we proceed less directly. (I have yet to find a more
direct proof.) Suppose that � is a consequence of � relative to c. We
construct a sequent �0 ! �0 that contains no occurrences of ‘�’, and hence
which if provable is provable using rules that do not require any relativization
to context. We argue by induction that � is a consequence of � relative to
c if and only if �0 is a consequence of �0. Since the latter consequence does
not turn on the semantics of demonstratives, traditional completeness results
entail that the sequent �0 ) �0 is provable. Given a proof of this sequent,
we can construct a proof of � )c � by substitution of demonstratives for the
appropriate constants and the construction of the appropriate coordination
schemes.

The methods we employ in the proof of Theorem 1 also allow us to prove
a related, but in some ways weaker, result. For this result, we drop the
relativization of sequents to contexts, and we allow unrelativized sequents to
contain formulas containing occurrences of demonstratives. In other words,

11The definition of consequence in section 3.1 is stated only for single consequences, but
it is trivial to extend it to multiple consequences, where these are interpreted in a specific
order. Thus for the purposes of discussing the proof theory, I assume this generalization.
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instead of DL1, we use a standard set of sequent rules for first-order logic.
The weaker result is then that

Theorem 2 (Generalized Soundness and Completeness). A sequent � ) �
(where � and � may contain occurrences of ‘�’) is provable if and only if

there is some context c such that � is a consequence of � relative to c.

Again, I sketch the proofs. For soundness, suppose that a particular sequent
� ) � is provable. Substitute for each step of this proof the corresponding
context-relativized sequent rule. The result will be a proof, for some c, of the
sequent � )c � in the context-relativized sequent calculus. By Theorem 1
� is a consequence of � relative to c.

For completeness, assume that there is some context c relative to which
� is a consequence of �. We generate the ‘�’-free sequences �0 and �0 by
substituting constants for occurrences of ‘�’ in accordance with Rc, and prove
that �0 is a consequence of �0. Then by completeness of standard first-order
logic, the sequent �0 ) �0 is provable. Now a substitution of ‘�’ for the
appropriate constants yields a proof of the sequent � ) �.

4.1 Logic and Proof Theory

The sequent rules of the context-relativized sequent calculus are cumbersome.
Applying them requires constructing contexts. We can simplify somewhat in
practice, using some kind of graphical notation (such as lines linking coor-
dinated occurrences of demonstratives), but for more rigorous purposes we
must specify the construction of contexts in sequent rules precisely. In con-
trast, the un-relativized sequent rules yield simpler proofs, but these proofs
include no information about the contexts relative to which the proven con-
sequence obtains. Thus the two approaches to the proof theory of fold are
either too cumbersome to use or too trivial to be of use. Does this result
challenge the proposed view that logical consequence obtains only relative to
contexts?

I cannot see that it does without a further philosophical thesis about
logic and proof theory. Some philosophers want to analyze logical conse-
quence proof-theoretically. Such a view of consequence might tempt one to
the conclusion that the first order logic of true demonstratives is either too
cumbersome to use or too trivial to be of use.

Evaluating this objection requires that we reexamine the relationship be-
tween logic and proof. Mathematical logic originated in a quest for a solid
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epistemological foundation for mathematics. One of the central goals in this
quest was a mechanically checkable system of proof sufficient for mathemat-
ical reasoning. But indexicals are not required for mathematical reasoning
(neither are demonstratives, though they make it easier). Thus the incorpo-
ration of indexicals and demonstratives into logic requires a different justifi-
cation and conception of logic.12

It is tempting, at this stage, to pull a modus tollens out of the proof
theorist’s modus ponens. The logic of demonstratives suggests that proof
theory—the theory of the contribution an expression makes to the structure
of reasoning—does not get to the heart of some basic semantic properties of
demonstratives as revealed in reasoning. We may exploit proof theory for
formal purposes, but the logical insights whose epistemic value we seek to
explain seem to be in some way semantic. A purely syntactic characterization
of the logic of demonstratives is possible, but it is only worth pursuing insofar
as (i) it explains something, and (ii) what it explains is itself worthy of
investigation. Yet what it explains is our more basic grasp of reasoning with
demonstratives.

To summarize the philosophical conclusions of this section, it is possible
to construct a proof theory for the logic of demonstratives. We have seen,
however, that the results are either too cumbersome to use or too trivial to
be of use. It remains a philosophical thesis that this impugns the existence
of logical relations between sentences containing demonstratives as they are
used in reasoning. Proofs exist to check reasoning, particularly in mathe-
matics. But it is consistent with this to maintain that reasoning itself is
more fundamental than proof. In reasoning, we recognize some arguments as
valid, others as invalid. Many arguments are such that we cannot form any
rational judgment one way or the other. In reasoning with demonstratives
we similarly recognize some arguments as valid, others as invalid, as used in

particular situations. That this logical property is not as amenable to proof
theoretic investigation does not lessen its status, except perhaps the status
of being interesting to proof theorists.

12Soames (2010, pp. 93–94) raises just this question about the logic of indexicals, and
suggests that the justification for the logic of indexicals turns on what it teaches us about
the meaning of indexicals. He also suggests there is a tension in this lesson, based on the
behavior of true demonstratives in logic. The logic here and in omitted for blind review

avoids this tension.
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5 Conclusion

Kaplan’s logic affords a deceptively simple theory of logical truth relative to
a context that explains the role of demonstratives in basic reasoning. Log-
ical properties change with the semantics of context-sensitive expressions.
The semantic theory is in philosophically interesting ways more fundamen-
tal than the proof theory: the semantic theory is systematic in an obvious
way, whereas the proof theory is systematic in an awkward and not obvi-
ously interesting way. Insofar as simplicity has philosophical consequences,
the first order logic of demonstratives has (perhaps surprising) philosophical
consequences.
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